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Kurzfassung

Die vorliegende Arbeit enthalt zwei Teile Nach einer kurzen Übersicht über

Ansätze und Methoden im Risiko-Management, betrachten wir Sattelpunktap-

proximationen und stochastische Taylor-Entwicklungen Sattelpunktapprox-
îmationen umfassen eine relativ alte statistische Methode, die wichtige Al¬

ternativen zur Fourier-Inversion liefern kann Vor allem Fragestellungen im

Zusammenhang mit der Berechnung von Quantilen können oft zuverlässig
und schnell beantwortet werden Stochastische Taylor-Entwicklungen sind

das stochastische Analogon zu Taylor-Entwicklungen aus dem Bereich der

deterministischen Analysis und werden vor allem zu Simulationszwecken ver¬

wendet Zuerst zitieren wir die wichtigsten Resultate über stochastische Tay¬

lor-Entwicklungen fur Diffusionsprozesse in der Art und Weise, wie sie spater

verwendet werden und anschliessend entwickeln wir stochastische Taylor-

Entwicklungen fur multivariate Poisson-Prozesse Diese zwei Entwicklungen
werden schliesslich verknüpft

Im zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit untersuchen wir die Anwendbarkeit dieser

Approximationen auf Probleme im Zusammenhang mit Risiko-Management
und vergleichen die Qualität der Approximationen, die stochastische Taylor-

Entwicklungen und Sattelpunktapproximationen verwenden, mit der Qualität
bekannter Approximationen Die Anwendbarkeit wird fur drei spezielle Mod¬

elltypen untersucht, die eine breite Palette untersuchter Modelle in stetiger

Zeit abdecken Wir beginnen mit dem bekannten Black-Scholes Modell, ob¬

wohl dies eigentlich ein Untermodell des zweiten untersuchten Typs darstellt

Die Wichtigkeit dieses Modells in der Praxis stutzt diese Spezialbehandlung
Danach untersuchen wir allgemeine Diffusionsmodelle Diese Klasse enthalt

insbesondere Modelle mit stochastischer Volatilität und viele Zinsmodelle

Am Schluss wenden wir uns Modellen mit Sprüngen zu Solche Modelle

erfreuen sich wachsender Popularität und stellen besondere Probleme

vu





Abstract

The present work can be divided into two parts. The first part starts with an

overview over different approaches to risk management and risk measures.

Then we review and partly extend saddlepoint approximations and stochas¬

tic Taylor expansions. Saddlepoint approximations, a relatively old statistical

technique, give in some cases important alternatives to Fourier inversion and

may lead especially for the problem of quantile calculation to fast and of¬

ten accurate answers. Stochastic Taylor expansions are stochastic analogues
of the well-known Taylor expansion of deterministic analysis and are mainly
used for simulation purposes. We review the basic facts of stochastic Taylor

expansions for diffusion processes and develop an analogue for multivariate

Poisson processes. These two expansions are then linked together.

In the second part of the thesis we examine the applicability of these

approximations to questions relevant within risk management. We examine

the performance of stochastic Taylor expansions and/or saddlepoint approx¬

imations in contrast to some existing approximations. The applicability is

examined for three specific types of model, covering a large part of contin¬

uous time models used in finance. We start with the standard Black-Scholes

model. Although this model is a special case of the second type, we devote to

this model a separate chapter because of its importance for practice. We then

move to general diffusion models which capture the important sub-classes of

stochastic volatility models and models for bond prices. As a last type we ex¬

amine Levy type models which are currently in vogue as models for the price
evolution of some financial asset.
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Introduction

The daily business on stock exchanges all over the world has grown rapidly
over the last years and the volumes of trades have reached huge levels. Simul¬

taneously traders representing large financial institutions or working for their

own pockets have made fortunes from financial transactions. But of course

there were also catastrophic losses as in the case of Barings bank or LTCM.

To limit or at least to measure the magnitude of possible losses, financial in¬

stitutions of several countries are forced by national regulators to report their

"downside risk" on a daily basis (see for example [72]) and put aside capital
to be prepared for large losses. However the implementation and the actual

measurement of the downside risk is still controversial.

The present work examines and develops some mainly analytical techniques
which should help risk managers in fulfilling their task to manage risk. We

mainly work with two techniques. The first technique is the so-called sad¬

dlepoint approximation approach, which is well-known in statistics (see [23]
or [55]). The use of saddlepoint approximations forces us to calculate the

moment generating function, which often leads to a quite difficult task in the

examined models. Moreover, the existence of the moment generating function

in an open set containing zero seems to exclude the examination of interesting
models in finance which often possess heavy-tailed return distributions. With

the help of the second technique, namely stochastic Taylor expansions, we

partly circumvent these difficulties. Stochastic Taylor expansions are well de¬

veloped in the diffusion case (see [6], [61] or [62]) and are used above all for

simulation purposes. We extend this concept to Poisson processes and propa¬

gate its use in risk management.

Chapter 1 gives a short overview of different viewpoints on risk man¬

agement and risk measures. We briefly remind the reader of the axiomatic

approach to risk measures worked out in [4] and generalised in [25]. Then we

1



2 Introduction

present different risk measures and review some methods used in practice.
In Chapter 2 we review some important facts of saddlepoint approximations.

Saddlepoint approximations are quite old techniques (see for example [23]) to

invert the cumulant generating function of a random variable to approximate
the density or tail probabilities of the random variable. Saddlepoint approx¬

imations are important alternatives to Fourier inversion providing their user

with fast and accurate answers to many questions especially in risk manage¬

ment. Nevertheless care has to be taken in the case of Levy processes as will

be shown. The last part of the chapter then links risk measures to saddlepoint

approximations. For this task we partly adapt a technique used in [81], but

we also develop a different technique which is especially useful in the case of

derivatives.

In Chapter 3 we discuss the stochastic analogue of the Taylor expansion from

deterministic analysis. We shortly recall the well-known case of diffusion

models. Similar expansions can also be made for processes with jumps, the

main tool being the Itô formula. As processes with jumps more and more en¬

ter financial modeling, numerical methods are certainly called for. We restrict

ourselves to the case ofPoisson processes. Although this may seem as an over¬

simplification, we think that the applications are very promising. This second

part is joint work with Wim Schoutens (see [87]). The first three chapters
introduce some technical background needed to understand the applications
which follow in the later chapters.
The most famous continuous time model for stock prices is certainly the

Black-Scholes model, also known as the Samuelson or Black-Scholes-Merton

model. This model assumes, in its simplest form, that the log-prices of a risky
asset follow a Brownian motion. The model further assumes the existence

of some riskless asset which can be viewed as the bank account. Despite its

simplicity various problems in risk management within this model are still not

solved in a proper way. Instead of the well-known delta-gamma approxima¬
tion (see [1] or [56]) to approximate the change in value of some portfolio

consisting of stocks and/or derivatives on the underlying processes we pro¬

pose in Chapter 4 to use stochastic Taylor expansions as discussed in Chapter
3. The performance of this method in contrast to the usual delta-gamma ap¬

proximation is examined. Furthermore we calculate the cumulant generating
function of this approximation to perform saddlepoint approximations on uni¬

variate as well as multivariate examples.
In the Black-Scholes model the volatility is assumed to be constant. This fact

is refuted by most empirical investigations. Therefore stochastic volatility
models have been proposed admitting the volatility to behave in a stochastic

way (see for example [38], [48] or [50]). Furthermore there are many mul-
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tivariate diffusion models for the evolution of bond prices (see for example

[46]). Chapter 3 provides us with the tools to derive stochastic Taylor expan¬

sions for such models. To derive the cumulant generating function in order

to be able to use saddlepoint approximations in Chapter 5, we extend a for¬

mula already derived in [64] and further developed in [40], [57] and [93]. This

then enables us to perform saddlepoint approximations in a general diffusion

framework. We test the methodology on a model with stochastic volatility.
In Chapter 6 we finally move to models withjumps. The second part of Chap¬
ter 3 describes the way in which functions of multivariate processes consisting
of diffusion processes and Poisson processes are handled. These expansions
are first used for a simple jump-diffusion model. After this introductory ex¬

ample we turn to Levy type models and examine the accuracy of stochastic

Taylor expansions for different models. Unfortunately saddlepoint approxi¬
mations often lead to bad approximations for Levy models on a short time

horizon as shown in Chapter 2.

Chapter 2 and 3 provide us with general convergence results. Sometimes

these results may be misleading as convergence only takes place in a precise

asymptotic sense, yielding little information about the behaviour of the ap¬

proximations for finite values. One major part of the present work therefore

lies in the thorough examination of different types of examples in the later

chapters showing the applicability of the proposed methods over a wide range

of models and financial products. We also point out pitfalls and problems
related to these methods for other examples. Although all the examined ex¬

amples are related to market risk management the proposed methods can often

be used in other kinds of risk management as credit risk.





Chapter 1

Risk management and risk

measures

In this thesis we discuss various applications which may help in the manage¬

ment of risk. The main applications of the outlined techniques lie in the field

of market risk. Market risk describes the risk of losing money from adverse

movements on financial markets. Due to large losses of financial institutions

(Barings, recently LTCM,... ) it became obvious that such financial institu¬

tions should be obliged to put aside capital as an insurance for large losses

due to changes of prices. The implementation of this concept still leaves many

open questions. Some of them are addressed in the following.
There are different streams of research that contribute to the exploration of

market risk. A wholly axiomatic approach to risk measures can be found in

[4] and [25]. We briefly mention this approach in the next section, because

of its importance for a deeper insight in the concept of risk in general. A

big incentive to manage market risk stems not only from financial institutions

themselves but also from regulators (see [72] and [73]) provoking also the

whole literature concerning Value-at-Risk (VaR). Some work is related to the

more practical side as [56] or [77]. There the measurement of market risk on

huge portfolios is discussed. For many methods this problem is closely re¬

lated to the problem of estimating large covariance matrices as discussed in

[2]. Many other papers discuss possible extensions of the standard methods

to more general models (see for example [28] and [51]). New strategies of

managing the risk are proposed in [37] or [58]. In [39] Extreme Value theory
enters as a tool in the calculation ofmarket risk. The list of references is by no

means complete, but is more thought of as a guidance with later applications

5



6 Chapter 1. Risk management and risk measures

in mind.

This chapter is organised as follows: After a short introduction to coherent

risk measures, we give an overview of the concept of Value-at-Risk. Then we

present alternative risk measures and some risk measures used in practice.

1.1 Coherent risk measures

The concept of coherent risk measure was introduced and developed in a series

of papers (see for example [4] or [25]). This concept tries to capture the struc¬

tures of risk measures for financial markets by an axiomatic characterization.

The starting point is the space of all (equivalence classes of) bounded random

variables X on some probability space (Q, !F, P) denoted by L°°(Q, !F, P).

Each random variable represents the (stochastic) outcome of a financial ac¬

tivity over some fixed time period. We neglect interest rates, which can be

incorporated when necessary.

Definition 1.1. A mapping p : L°°(Q, !F, P) —»- IR is called a coherent risk

measure if the following properties hold:

1. IfX>Othenp(X) < 0,

2. p(Xx + X2) < p(Xi) + p(X2) (Subadditive),
3. p(AJf) = Xp(X) for X > 0 (Positive Homogeneity),
4. p{a + X) = p{X) — a for every constant a (Translation invariance).

Remark 1.2. These axioms and some immediate properties are discussed in

[4].

It can be shown that coherent risk measures coincide with the notion of

sub- and supermodular functions. Furthermore it can be shown that it is often

possible to find a closed convex set of measures (not necessarily probability

measures) which characterize a coherent risk measure. In [4] and [25] one

can find many theorems of the following form: Given a coherent risk measure

p satisfying "some
"

properties, then there exists a closed convex set a of

measures, such that:

p{X) = suVElA-Xl (1.1)
/xeer

The theory of coherent risk measures is rather extensive. It evolves in many

interesting directions. Many results can be extended to the space of all random

variables L°(Q, !F, P). Furthermore there are connections to game theory

(see [25]). The interested reader is refered to [25] for a careful and detailed

account of the theory of coherent risk measures with many examples.
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1.2 Value-at-Risk

Value-at-Risk (VaR) is a widely used quantitative tool to measure market risk.

From a mathematical point of view, VaR is just a quantile of a so-called profit-
and-loss distribution function. The following definition gives the definition of

a quantile by two auxiliary functions (see also [30, p. 130]):

Definition 1.3. Let F be the distribution function of a real random variable X

on a probability space (Q, !F, P). The quantile function F^(a) oî F is the

generalized inverse of F, i.e.

F*"(a) = inf{jc R: F(jc) > a}, 0 < a < 1. (1.2)

The right-continuous version of the generalized inverse of a distribution func¬

tion is defined as:

F\a) = inf{jc e IR: F(x) > a}, 0 < a < 1. (1.3)

An a-quantile qa is any real number in the closed interval [F^(a), F\a)].

In the case of random variables with strictly increasing distribution func¬

tions the interval [F^(a), F\a)] collapses to a point. The quantile function

defines the quantile unambiguously, namely we define the a-quantile qa by

qa = F^(a). Figure 1.1 shows an example of a distribution function which

is not strictly increasing and its corresponding quantile function. Jumps in the

x a

Figure 1.1: Example of a distribution function F(x) and the corresponding

quantile function F^(a).

distribution function result in flat pieces in the generalized inverse and vice
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versa. In the example in Figure 1.1, the interval [—1,0] corresponds to all

possible values of the 5%-quantile. We have that for each random variable X,

qa = F^((x) for all a e (0, 1) except at most countably many. We define

two quantities: VaRo- in terms of the quantile function and VaR+ related to the

right-continuous inverse of F.

Definition 1.4. LetX e L°(Q, F, P) anda e]0, 1[. The Value-at-Risk(VaR)
of a random variable X, which stands for the random outcome of some finan¬

cial position over a fixed time horizon, for a given level a is defined as:

YaRa(X) = -F^(a), (1.4)

the VaR+ of a random variable X for a given level a is defined as:

VaR+(X) = -FjKœ). (1.5)

Remark 1.5. - In [25] the Value-at-Risk is defined as the VaR+ above. The

reason why we propose to take the left-continuous version becomes clear in

the example in Figure 1.1. If we choose the level a as 5%, VaR+ (X) = 0, but

with a probability of 5% we lose 1 = VaRo-(X). We stress the fact that this

does not mean that our definition solves one of the problems related to VaR

mentioned in [25]. We are only on the safe side if the chosen level coincides

with a flat piece of the underlying distribution function (see also the example

below).
- In the examples in the later chapters we often equate VaRo- with qa and

neglect the sign in the definition of the VaR. Furthermore we consider upper

and lower quantiles, representing the VaR for long or short positions in the

financial asset.

If X is a linear combination of some underlying risk factors X\,..., Xn,

which have a joint distribution belonging to the class of elliptical distributions

(distributions, whose density is constant on ellipsoids), VaR has all the nec¬

essary properties of a coherent risk measure (see [31] or [32]). In general

however, VaR is not a coherent risk measure. Of the axioms of Definition 1.1

VaR often lacks the subadditivity property. This implies that the risk capital

assigned to a diversified position may be bigger than the sum of the risk capi¬
tals of the individual positions which is counter-intuitive from an economical

point of view. The following two examples highlight further characteristics of

VaR.

Example 1.6. Assume X ~ <M(0, a1) specifies the risk of holding a position
for t days (usually t = 1, 5 or 10 days). Then we can easily calculate the

VaR for all levels: VaRo-(X) = —qa<J, where qa is the unique a-quantile of a
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standard normal random variable For example we have that q0 05
= — 1.645

or gooi = —2.326 If X is normally distributed the variance gives a good
measure of the possible losses that can occur

Example 1 7. Assume X as in Example 1 6 above and Y = —\0o\a+X-\ac,

where A = X~l (] — oo, q0 02 &D The distribution function F of this random

variable takes the following form

F(x) =
0.02 if - 10 < x < q002<?,

$ (|-) otherwise.

The value of VaR« (7) coincides with VaRo-(X) of Example 1 6 for a > 0.02

In contrast, VaRo-(7) = 10a for a < 0.02 If the normal hypothesis cannot

be justified, VaR can dramatically mislead its user and mask large potential
losses This second example may seem pathological at first sight, but a similar

position can easily be obtained by exotic options

1.3 Alternative risk measures

In [4] one can find alternatives to VaR We slightly adapt the definitions of tail

conditional expectation and worst conditional expectation

Definition 1.8. Given X G Ll(Q,, F, P) and a G (0, 1) The tail conditional

expectation with level a, denoted by TCEa, is the risk measure defined by

TCEa(X) = -E[X\X < -VaRaiX)] (1 6)

The worst conditional expectation with level a, denoted by WCEa, is the risk

measure defined by

WCEa(X) = - m£{E[X\A] : A e F, P[A] > a} (1 7)

Remark 1 9. In general, the tail conditional expectation is not a coherent risk

measure If the probability space (Q, F, P) is atomless we know that the

TCE coincides with the worst conditional expectation for at least all random

variables with continuous distribution In contrast, one can show that the WCE

is indeed a coherent risk measure The set of appropriate measures in (1 1)
can be described as a = {P[.\A\ : P[A] > a} Furthermore, WCE is m some

sense the coherent risk measure "nearest" to VaR if Q is atomless (see [25])
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1.4 Risk measurement

Since the end of 1997 banks are obliged to measure their market risk and to

report it to regulators regularly (see for example http://www.bis.org/). On the

basis of their measurement they put aside capital to cover potential losses.

There is a wide range of methods for measuring market risk, many of them

based on VaR. We give a short introduction to methods relevant for the present

work.

1.4.1 The delta-normal method

We assume that the portfolio P considered is built of assets with returns that

are jointly normally distributed with mean zero. Furthermore we assume that

we have linear pay-off profiles. With these assumptions we can again easily
calculate VaR as:

VaRa(P) = qaoP = qaV8Ti:8,

where £ denotes the covariance matrix of the asset returns, the vector 8 repre¬

sents the weights ("sensitivities") of the portfolio with respect to the individ¬

ual assets and qa denotes the a-quantile of the standard normal distribution.

The delta-normal method is often used as a linear approximation for portfo¬
lios without linear pay-off profiles. The method is very simple. The assumed

linearity is critical. Hence problem with this method typically occur when

portfolios have large option positions. Furthermore we ignore possible heavy-
tailedness and skewness of returns.

1.4.2 The delta-gamma method

The straightforward extension ofthe delta-normal method deals with a quadra¬
tic expansion. We assume that the market rate innovations are jointly normal,
i.e. AS ~ Jf(ß, £). The pay-off profiles are approximated by a second-order

Taylor expansion which leads to:

AP ^6At + 8TAS+-ASTFAS, (1.8)

where AP denotes the change in the portfolio value over some fixed time

horizon At. The so-called "greeks" 6,8, and T (see for example [49]) are the

sensitivities of the portfolio with respect to time and asset prices. Expression

(1.8) can then be used to calculate the VaR of the portfolio. Although there is

no closed form solution for the distribution of AP there are various numerical
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solutions to this problem. One may use [52] or apply a saddlepoint approx¬

imation to approximate VaR, as it is quite simple to calculate the cumulant

generating function of this approximation. The delta-gamma method captures

a part of the non-linearity of option portfolios. Nevertheless heavy-tailedness
is not included and we have the problem of estimating a covariance matrix. Fi¬

nally for the last step we have to rely on numerical methods. In a later chapter
we resume the delta-gamma method with its justifications and its flaws, and

present a possible refinement.

1.4.3 Simulation methods

Although the present work deals primarily with alternatives to time-consu¬

ming simulations, we nevertheless have to rely on simulations for some spe¬

cific examples. Simulation methods are either based on simulations of an as¬

sumed return distribution or on historical data. These methods can capture big
movements in the asset price which are neglected under the above used normal

assumptions. But the method may become very computer intensive (genera¬
tion of thousands of runs, not to mention the evaluation of large portfolios for

each of these runs). Also the problem of model risk arises if one wants to take

a specific model. Historical simulation typically cannot incorporate sudden

structural changes in the market.

1.4.4 Possible extensions

The aforesaid methods are mostly built on the assumptions of the Black-

Scholes model, i.e. the evolution of the price of the financial asset follows

a geometric Brownian motion. Extensions are possible in many directions.

Stochastic volatility diffusion models (see for example [7], [12], [38], [47],

[48] and [50]) represent an important class of generalizations. The assump¬

tion of constant volatility of the standard Black-Scholes model is relaxed and

the volatility itself follows a stochastic process. This type of model is exam¬

ined in Chapter 5. Another generalization leads to general Levy processes.

Levy processes also are natural candidates for financial modeling relaxing the

normality of the returns, but maintaining the independence and stationarity of

increments. Levy processes enter the financial modeling either via quite sim¬

ple jump-diffusion models as in [28] or via whole new classes of distributions,

as there is the class of generalized hyperbolic distributions (see [20], [29] and

[83]), another interesting approach is [19]. We examine Levy processes in

Chapter 6.

The following generalizations are not further discussed in this thesis, but are
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cited because of their importance. Fractional Brownian motion or regular-
izations thereof have been examined as models of financial log-returns for

instance in [22] or [80]. This model preserves the normality of the log-returns
and the self-similarity of Brownian motion, but it omits the independence of

increments over disjoint time intervals. Other possible alternatives for models

for asset prices are discrete time models, as there are the ARCH-, GARCH-,

FIGARCH-, HARCH-models and related models (see for example [15], [16]
and [33]).



Chapter 2

Saddlepoint approximations

Saddlepoint approximations are known to give very good approximations to

the density and tail integrals of random variables in many different cases. We

give a short introduction to this topic. For further details we refer to [55] and

the references therein.

We start with a brief overview of some properties ofthe characteristic function

and related functions. Further some basic facts of the Edgeworth expansion,
which can also be used for density approximation, are presented. Finally we

introduce saddlepoint approximations. For most of the proofs we refer to the

literature. Although the results may often be stated in a more general form we

content ourselves with the case of random variables with a density absolutely
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on IR^.

2.1 The characteristic function and related func¬

tions

In this section we are given a random variable X with values in IR^ defined on

some probability space (Q, !F, P).

Definition 2.1. The characteristicfunction (px ofX is given by:

<px(t) =E[eltX] forteWLd, (2.1)

where x • y = Xlyt=i xkyk denotes the usual real scalar product.

We drop the subscript X in the characteristic function if the underlying
random variable is clear from the context.

13
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This function has many well-known and important properties (see for exam¬

ple [35]). An important theorem related to the characteristic function is the

inversion formula.

Theorem 2.2 (Inversion formula). Let X be as above. If <p(-) G L^QR. ),

then X has a bounded continuous density f with respect to Lebesgue measure

given by:

fix) = (2n)-d I e~l tx(p(t)dt. (2.2)

Proof. [35, p. 480ff]. D

The inversion formula provides a way to calculate densities from charac¬

teristic functions and this can sometimes be made very fast for example with

the Fast Fourier transformation. This algorithm has already been used for

applications in finance (see for example [20]). Due to numerical problems,

especially in higher dimensions, it is sometimes not appropriate to work with

the inversion formula and a saddlepoint approximation may offer a way out.

Definition 2.3. The moment generatingfunction Mx(6) ofX is given by:

Mxiß) = E[e0X] for6 e 0, (2.3)

where 0 = {6 e IRJ : Mx{6) < oo} is the domain ofMy.

Remark 2.4. We assume that 0 e into most of the time. This is a very strong

assumption. The function M is infinitely differentiable in the interior of 0

which implies the existence of all moments, as dk/d6fM(0) = E[Xf]. Most

empirical work on financial time series suggests that we have to deal with

heavy-tailed distributions (see for example [29] or [30]). We explain in the

further chapters in detail how we solve this problem. Let us only briefly men¬

tion that truncated stochastic Taylor expansions will be used to circumvent

this problem.

The approximations introduced later are most conveniently written in

terms of cumulants and their generating function.

Definition 2.5. The cumulant generatingfunction Kx(0) ofX is given by:

Kxiß) = \ogE[e0X] for 6 e 0, (2.4)

where 0 = {oeRrf: Kx(0) < oo} is the domain of Kx.

Assume 0 e int0, then the cumulants Kk ofX are defined as arrays:

Kk ={Kk,(n, ,ik)- 1 < z'l, ...,/'* < d), (2.5)

dkK(0)

d0n... d0lk 0=0
(2.6)
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Remark 2.6. If <p e C^QR1) one can still define cumulants up to order k by
the relation k} = i~J log(p^\t)\t=o for j < k with the obvious multivariate

extension.

The cumulants have some nice features, for instance:

1. For independent random variables, the cumulants of a sum are the sum

of the cumulants.

2. For independent random variables, the cross cumulants or mixed cumu¬

lants are zero.

3. Where approximate normality is involved, higher-order cumulants can

usually be neglected (but not higher moments).

We refer to [68] for further details. Let X be a one-dimensional random vari¬

able. The first four cumulants can be written as:

KX=E(X), k3=E((X-E(X))3),

K2 =Var(X), ka =E((X - E(X))A) - 3Var(X)2.

Example 2.7 (Multivariate normal). A multivariate normally distributed ran¬

dom vector X= (X\,..., Xd)T with mean vector ß and covariance matrix £

has a density nx(x), which may be written as

nx(x) = (2;r)-5 |Ep2 exp(--(x - ß)T Y~\x - ß)),

where | £ | denotes the determinant of the matrix £. The characteristic func¬

tion ofX has the following form:

1
T

<px(t) = exp(z t • ß 1 Yit).

So we have an easy expression for the cumulant generating function Kx'.

1
T

From this expression we conclude, that the mixed second order cumulants are

just the covariances, while all cumulants of order three or more are zero.

Example 2.8 (Gamma). A Gamma(r, X) distributed random variable Y has a

density function

friy) = -^-AXyy-'e-^^^iy).
1 (r)
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It is easy to calculate the cumulant generating function and its partial deriva¬

tives evaluated at zero. Furthermore we calculate the standardized cumulants

defined as £, = Kt /k'2 :

KY(0) =

Ki =— (i - 1)! for/ > 1.
'

X'

k, (/' - 1)!
„

hence^=—= 7772TT
for/>3.

K2

The Gamma-distribution has the well-known interpretation as sum of r expo¬

nentially distributed random variables if r g IN.

2.2 The Edgeworth expansion

Edgeworth expansions are used to derive an approximation for the density of a

sum of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables from

the characteristic function. We explain the idea of the Edgeworth expansion in

the one-dimensional, absolutely continuous case. Let X be a one-dimensional

random variable and assume that <p e Ll(IR) D Ck+l (IR). By a Taylor expan¬

sion of log (p(t) and [11, p. 70 ff] one can show that the following inequality
holds:

k

\\og(p(t)-J2^(ity\<C2(ßk+i)\t\k+\ (2.7)

for \t\ < c\(ßk+i). The constants c\, c2 depend only on ßk+\ = E[\X\k+l]
and the cumulants k} are defined as in Remark 2.6. We are given X\,..., X„

i.i.d. with ß = E[X\]. Define X = \/n Ylk=\ ^k- The Edgeworth expansion

approximates the density of the centered random variable Y = *Jn{X — ß)

with the help of its characteristic function:

E[eltY] =E[elt^x~l£)] = E[elt^"x]e~lt^"lx

_

n log ip(t/^/n)-i t^/nfi

(27) / K2t2
.

K3t3 Kk{it)k Cl\t\k+l
~

6XP\ 2 Z3!V^ k\n^-Vß +?w(^-i)/2l

for \t\ < c\+Jn and £ G C, |£| < 1. The notation gets quite messy for many

terms, therefore we explain the idea with only including terms up to order 3,
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i.e. we choose k = 3 in (2.7) above.

The following inequality from [35, p. 480] is used to expand the exponential
of the terms tending to zero:

\ea-\-Y^\< ^(M.W) (\a-ß\ +
]ÊÎ^i\

. (2.8)

Seta = -iK3t3/(3l^n) +Çc2\t\4/n, ß = K3(it)3 /(V.jn) m (2.8), hence

\E[e'tY] -e^(\ + ß)\ <e*(\«Uß\)-«2t2/2 (c2{ßA)V\A
+

_*J_ 6N
\ n 36n

for |^| < c3{k2, ß\) with some new constants c3, c\ depending only on the

second cumulant and the fourth absolute moment.

From the assumption on the integrability of cp and Theorem 2.2 we know that

the variable Y has a continuous bounded density g„ which can be calculated

by the inversion formula (2.2). For some £i G C with |£i | < 1 we obtain:

3!v^ J
(2.9)

l-f e--ye-^(x + ^r)dt (2.10)

»2

+ £i^ f e-^-(\t\* + \t\°)dt (2.11)
J\t\

c4 / „-%-nM i m6>

27T« J\t\<^c3

+ — f (p(-T=] e-'^^e-'^dt. (2.12)
2tt J|/|>v^C3 \V«/

Now we examine the terms above individually. The integral in (2.10) is ex¬

ponentially small. The integral in (2.11) is bounded by a constant and so the

whole term is 0(n~l). As \(p(t)\ < 1 for t ^ 0 we have that:

|(2.12)| < V^ sup \<p(t)r1^- f\<p(t)\dt = o(n-1).
\t\>yfic3

llt J
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Summarizing the results we obtain:

g.oo =J- f-.-.».-^ ( i +^ ] a, + o(B->)
27T J.qo

=«(y; #c2) H + ^#3 ( -4= ) + 0(«_1)

where H3(y) is the alternative Hermite polynomial of order 3, £3 is the third

standardized cumulant and n(y; k2) = {2tik2)~1^2 exp(—y1/2k2) is a normal

density with variance k2 .
For the definition of the alternative Hermite poly¬

nomials we refer to [71] or to the next chapter. Including terms up to order

\/n leads in the univariate case to the following formula for the Edgeworth

expansion gn :

gniy) =n{y; k2) 1 + —rr-p— + -

3\+Jn n 24 Jk2 72 v//^2

(2.13)

These results can be extended in many ways as for instance described in [35]
or [55].

2.2.1 Examples and problems

We consider an application of the Edgeworth expansion to a problem in math¬

ematical finance. In [27] an Edgeworth expansion is used to price an option
in a discrete time financial model proposed in [26]. A non-linear asymmetric

GARCH(1,1) model is used to describe the dynamics of a financial asset. We

refer to [15] and [16] for details and further references on GARCH-models.

The option is priced in [27] via the so-called locally risk-neutralized proba¬

bility measure Q under which the dynamics of the asset log-returns pt can be

written as:

S 1

pt =log—— =r - -ht + jh~t£t, (2.14)
0/-1 2

ht =ßo + ßiht-i + ß2ht-i(st -9- X)2, (2.15)

et &J/(0, 1), i.i.d.

It is problematic to calculate the price of a call option in this model, as

the computation of marginal densities can become quite involved (see [45]).
Duan et al. [27] solve this problem by approximating the first four moments of
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the marginal distributions and using an Edgeworth expansion for the density
of pt. With this method they get very accurate prices compared to standard

Monte-Carlo techniques, which are much more computer intensive.

For the following we assume that Q is the physical measure. We use a param¬

eter set from [27], namely ß0 = 0.00001, ßi = 0.7, ß2 = 0A, r = 0.05/365
and X + 6 = 1 and start with the stationary variance h\ = ßo/(\ — ß\ —

ß2A + (X + 6)2)). We then get the following values for the third and fourth

standardized cumulants of pio: £3 = 0.7135 and £4 = 1.6504. For these pa¬

rameter values we get negative values in the left tail for the Edgeworth expan¬

sion (2.13). This leads to negative approximated prices for out of the money

Call options. Although the Edgeworth expansion may give good results in the

center of the distribution, it can be far off in the tails due to the polynomial
behaviour as seen for example in (2.13).

The second example examines the performance of the Edgeworth expan¬

sion in the case of a model, where the log-returns of a financial asset follow

some Levy process, i.e. we assume \og(St) — log(>Sb) = Xt for some Levy

process Xt. An extensive treatment of Levy processes and their properties
can be found in [84]. For a more detailed treatment of Levy processes in fi¬

nance we refer to Chapter 6 or to the vast literature (see for example [19],

[29] or [83]). For this example we concentrate on a Normal Inverse Gaussian

(NIG) Levy process, i.e. Xt has a NIG distribution. NIG distributions are a

four parameter family of distributions and belong to the family of the general¬
ized hyperbolic distributions (GH). Characteristics of GH distributions can be

found in [9] and Appendix D. To calculate the Edgeworth expansion it suffices

to know the moments of the distribution, which we calculate with the aid of

the moment generating function:

Mnig(0; ol, ß, 8, ß, t) = exp (ßt6 + St Ua2 - ß2 - ^a2 - (ß + 6)2] J .

(2.16)

This process is proposed for financial applications in [81] with the following

parameter values: a = 5.74, ß = —1/2, 8 = 0.357, ß = 0.05, So = 1.

We then use (2.13) to approximate the density for t = 10/250, i.e. 10 days.

Figure 2.1 shows the dramatic effect ofthe polynomial behavior for large third

and fourth cumulants and should be a warning to anybody using Edgeworth

expansions without checking higher cumulants. The Edgeworth expansion

performs badly in the tail, as in the previous example, but also in the center of

the distribution. In this example the standardized third an fourth cumulants £3

and £4 take the values £3 = —0.92 and £4 = 38.
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NIG density fix; a, ß, 8, ß, 1/25)

Edgeworth approximation g\ (x)

Figure 2.1: Comparison of true density and Edgeworth expansion for the

standardized density ofa NIG Levyprocess over a time horizon of10 days.

2.3 Esscher tilting

Daniels (see [23]) pioneered the study of saddlepoint approximations for den¬

sities. The easiest way to explain the idea of the saddlepoint approximation is

by the Esscher tilting introduced in [34], which was originally used by Esscher

to approximate tail probabilities and distribution functions of the total claim

amount of an insurance process.

We start with some given probability space (Q, F, P) and an arbitrary set

A g 5r. It may sometimes be problematic to calculate P{A) exactly. In these

cases we may content ourselves with a good approximation.
We take Q ~ P an equivalent probability measure and do the following cal¬

culations:

P(A) I P(dx)
JA

lA%MQ«* = IXdQ

dP

-l

(x) Q{dx)

„f^O» »Ô(^< (2.17)
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for any choice of xq with -Jp(xq) > 0. We choose xq in the following in a

clever way which enables us to approximate the integral in (2.17) and hence

approximate P{A). The tilting idea is also used in the case of a density ap¬

proximation:

dP dP dQ (dQ \~l dQ
(x)= (jc) —(jc) = —(jc)) —(jc). (2.18)

dX
J

dQ
J
dX

J

\dP ) dX
J V J

The proper choice of xq and the restriction to a certain class of equivalent

probability measures is explained in the following section.

2.4 Standard saddlepoint approximations

We are given an absolutely continuous random variable X with values in IR^

defined on some probability space (Q, 5r, P). Let K denote the cumulant

generating function of X from Definition 2.5 and assume that 0 G into. The

random variable X and the probability measure P generate an exponential

family of equivalent probability measures Pq for 6 G 0:

ÏÏL
= f-x-Km

m (2.i9)

The cumulant generating function ofX under Pq can easily be calculated:

Keiu) =\o%EeYeuX\ = \ogE[euX+ex-K{e)]

= \ogE[e(e+u)X]-K(6) =K(0 + u)-K(0), (2.20)

where Eq denotes the expectation under the measure Pq .

Remark 2.9. The measures Pq are also called exponentially tilted measures.

They play an important role in pricing in incomplete markets as the Esscher

measure is in this family (see Chapter 6, [17] or [41]).

From (2.20) one can directly calculate the cumulants ofX under the tilted

measures Pq by differentiation:

ß(0) =E0[X] = ^-(0) (2.21)
at)

d2K

As in the case of the Edgeworth expansion we examine sums of i.i.d. random

variables. The following lemmas substantiate the idea of the Esscher tilting.

Although the proofs can be found in [55], we include them for illustrative

purposes.

E(0) =Var0(X) = ^—Y(0) (2.22)
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Lemma 2.10. Let fn be the density ofX = (X\ + • • • + Xn)/n. For any

0 G 0, we have that

f„(x) = en^-e'x\d/2fn,0(O), (2.23)

where fnß is the density of^/n(X — x) under the measure Pq.

Proof. The proof is a direct application of (2.18) used with an exponentially
tilted measure Pq :

/„(*) =ndfSn(nx) = nden{-K^-e'^fSnft{nx)

=nd/2en(K(e)-e.x)fne(0X

where Sn = nX and we have used the transformation formula for densities

under linear transformations. D

If d = 1 we can address the problem of tail integrals. Setting A = [x, oo)
in (2.17) leads to:

Lemma 2.11. For any 6 G 0 D (0, oo) we have that

en(K(0)-e-x) /-oo

P[X >x]= / ^eame-^ea(ß)fnfi{y)dy, (2.24)
^nGa(0) Jo

where fnß is the density of Y = *Jn(X — x)/a{0) under Pq and o{9) =

JW&)ifd= 1.

Proof. This time we use formula (2.17):

PYX > x] =E[\{X>X]\ = Ee[e<K^-ex"h{X>x]\

=e«(K^-^EQ[e-^9)^l{X>x}]
=e«(^(ö)-öx)i,0[e->öa(ö)71{7>o}]

n(K(0)-6x) /-oo

^)ome-^QamyfnfiWy
1)—OX) /»OO

<*(ß) Jo*Jn6c

D

In the next step we convert the right hand sides of (2.23) and (2.24) such

that they become inversion integrals of some random variables. We define the

auxiliary function (pQ as

E[eUÄ]
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The function (pQ is the characteristic function ofX — /z(0) under the measure

Pe-

IfjodLemma 2.12. Assume çq G L
(IR ). Thefollowing equations hold:

fn,0(O) =(27T)-d f <p0(-L)n e'^'O^-^dt (2.25)

In=2^J_ ^'^"^l
^^777-^7-7^7' (226)

»oo / f \n „i^/nt(/x(9)—x)

-oo Ky/ncr(0)J l+'it/iJnOaiO))'

where /W)0(O) stemsfrom (2.23) and I„ = /0°° Jh~Oo(O)e-^n0(T(0) fnß(y)dy.

Proof. Equation (2.25) is a direct application of the inversion formula (2.2).
The left hand side of (2.25) is the density at zero of the random variable Z =

s/n(X — x) under the measure Pq. This random variable has characteristic

function(pz(t) = (po{t/^/n)n exp(i+/nt • (/z(0) — x)).

Let Z = +Jn(X — x)/a{6) and assume that 7 is an exponentially distributed

random variable with parameter *JnOa(0). The random variables Z and Y

are assumed independent. For (2.26) we observe that the integral /„ is the

density in zero of Z — Y under the measure Pe by the convolution formula.

We calculate the same quantity by (2.2). The characteristic function of Z — Y

under Pq is given by

<p2_T(t) =<p2(t)<pr(-t) = Ee[eltl^^^x'}e-lt^xtpY{-t)
(f) -4-

l^ ^ • X-\

E^e >a(e) le-;//x(0)/Oa(0)) 1 e/f.>/£(/i(0)-*)0,r(_f)

--(pe

ei*Jnt(fi(9)—x)

,Jno(0)J \+it/(JnOo(0))'

This ends the proof. D

We have now gathered all the necessary prerequisites to state the saddle-

point approximation. Let X\,..., Xn be d-dimensional i.i.d random variables

with a positive definite variance-covariance matrix and a density which is ab¬

solutely continuous with respect to the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure. De¬

fine X = (X\ + • • • +Xn)/n as above and denote by fn(x) its density, by cp(t)
the characteristic function and by K{6) the cumulant generating function of

X\. The latter we assume to be finite for 0 g 0. The final step consists of an

Edgeworth expansion to approximate the characteristic functions in Lemma
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2.12. The two following theorems give the form of the standard saddlepoint

approximation and a higher-order expansion. The higher-order expansion is

only given for the univariate case. The multivariate case is omitted, because it

is very similar to the univariate higher-order expansion, but uses more sophis¬
ticated notation.

Theorem 2.13 (Standard saddlepoint approximation). Assume 0 G int®

and cp G L^(R ; for some £ > 1. For all x such that there exists a 0 G int®

with ß(6) = x, we obtain:

fn(x) = en(-K(-0)-0'x)nd/2n(O; £(0)) (l + O^"1)) . (2.27)

We choose 6(x) such that /z(0) = x. The error term holds uniformly for
0 G C, where C is any compact subset ofint 0.

Proof, see [55]. D

Remark 2.14. There should be no confusion with the two n 's appearing in the

formula above. One n gives the number ofrandom variables considered, while

n{x; £(#)) denotes the d-dimensional normal density with covariance matrix

E(0).

For d = 1 we give a higher-order saddlepoint approximation and the

corresponding tail formula.

Theorem 2.15. Under the same assumptions as in the previous theorem, with

d = 1, we have that:

=
^-^ (1

+
l(m_*vA

+
0(„-2)\.

(Z28)J
(2?rE(0))1/2 ^ « ^ 8 24 J 'JK

}

For 0 > 0 we have that:

en(K(6)-6x)
P[JC > X] =

Vn-0a(0) (MX) + ^(6)B3(X) + "n (^*4(*)

+ ^B6{X)\ + 0{BQ{X)n-3l2)\
, (2.29)

where Ç„(6) are the standardized cumulants of X\ under the measure Pq,

a2(0) = E(0), X = *Jn\6\o(6) and the error terms holds in the same way as

in the previous theorem. The functions Bt(x) are the Esscherfunctions (see

Appendix A).
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Remark 2.16. If 0 < 0 we can use the right-hand side of Formula (2.29) for

P[X<x].

Proof. We sketch the proof in the one-dimensional case omitting some techni¬

cal details. First we prove (2.28). By Lemma 2.10 and Lemma 2.12 we know

that:

Mx) =e'_MK(e)-ex)„i/2nv'lfn,e{0)

en(K(8)-8x) nl/2

2jt
f Ve

(±X e^tom-x)dL

Now we choose 0 such that /z(0) = x and make an Edgeworth expansion of

the remaining term. We consider an Edgeworth expansion in the mean of the

distribution. As the alternative Hermite polynomials H2n+\(x) are equal to 0

for x = 0, all terms of odd order vanish. Therefore we have that:

/„(jc) =en(K(0)-0x)n12n(x;K2(O))-

1+-
n

Ç4(6)H4(0) tf(0)H6(P)
+ -

24 72
+ 0(n~2)

=en(K{e)-ex)n\n{x. Ki{e))
I

x +
I
n

£4(0) 5£32(0)
8 24

+ 0(n~2)

To prove (2.29) we use Lemmas 2.11 and 2.12. Again we choose 0 such that

/z(0) = x, then

P[X>x]

7n{K{0)-ex)

4neö(ß)2iz
\ V0 \~r^

1

na(0)J 1 +
//

-dt.

4n0a{Q)

Now we use a similar expansion as in (2.9)-(2.12) to expand the characteristic

function (pe :

(pe
,4no{0).

--T|l + A(77)3 + l/|i(77)4 + |(77)6
'n n \ 24 72

+ (\t\5 + \t\9)0(n-3/2)y
Putting this expression in the integral above and recalling the definitions ofthe

Esscher functions leads, after some technical steps (see [55]), to the desired

results. D
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Remark 2.17. The outlined derivation is not the only one. One can also use

arguments from complex analysis to derive the saddlepoint approximation.
Theorem 2.2 states, that

/„(*) = — [<rw-x*dz.
2ni h

Under the assumptions of the previous theorem we can shift the path of inte¬

gration from the imaginary axis 3 to 0o + it, where K'(6q) = x. Therefore the

function n{K{z) — xz) has a saddlepoint in Oq, as K{6) is an analytic func¬

tion on a strip of the complex plane containing the real point 0o (hence the

name saddlepoint approximation). One can then again change the path of in¬

tegration to the path of steepest descent through 0o to arrive at the saddlepoint

approximation after expanding the integrand. This derivation can be found in

[23] or [36].

Remark 2.18. In some cases the saddlepoint approximation (2.28) is exact up

to normalization. Daniels proved (see [23] and [24]) that there are three dis¬

tribution which have this property, namely the Gamma, the Inverse Gaussian

and the normal density. Furthermore, it has been shown in [54] that for some

classes of distributions the error terms hold uniformly for 0 tending to the

endpoints of the interval 0.

Often we do not use tail formula (2.29). In [65] another tail formula has

been derived, which is often easier to handle, namely

P[X > x] = (1 - <D(r)) + n(r) f I
-

I
j + 0(n~3/2), (2.30)

where $ (r) and n(r) denote the distribution function, respectively the density

function, of a standard normal random variable, r(x) = +J2n(6x — K{6)) and

X = *Jn~0a(0). Formula (2.30) is called the Lugannani-Rice formula. It has

already been used for applications in finance in [81].

2.4.1 Examples and problems

The first example shows the improvement of the saddlepoint approximations
in comparison with an Edgeworth expansion. We consider a continuous ran¬

dom variable X with density /(jc) = exp(x —exp(jc)) and cumulant generating
function K{6) = log T(0 + 1). Figure 2.2 shows the behaviour of this density.
The left tail decays exponentially, while the right tail decays doubly exponen¬

tial. We perform a standard saddlepoint approximation of the form (2.27).

Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the relative error of the Edgeworth expansion (2.13)
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Figure 2.2: Behaviour of'/(jc) = exp(jc — exp(jc)). The interval captures 99.7

% ofthe mass ofthe distribution ofX.

and the standard saddlepoint approximation respectively. While the relative

error of the saddlepoint approximation remains small over an interval captur¬

ing 99.7 % of the mass of the distribution, the relative error for the Edgeworth

expansion grows rapidly towards the tails ofthe distribution. The standardized

cumulants for this example are £3 = —1.14, £4 = 2.4.

Unfortunately we also get into trouble if we use the standard saddlepoint

approximation for the aforementioned example with the NIG Levy process

(see above). Figure 2.5 shows the relative error in this case, if we take exactly
the same parameter values as above. We may improve on the approxima¬
tions by using the higher order saddlepoint approximation (2.28). Figure 2.6

shows that we still get a relatively large relative error over an interval capturing
99.8% of the mass of the distribution of X. The following remark discusses

this problem further.

Remark 2.19. The problem with Levy processes Xt stems from the follow¬

ing fact. Examine for example the moment generating function (2.16) of the

discussed NIG process. The cumulant generating function which is found by

taking logarithms is linear in t. We can easily check that the standardized cu¬

mulants Ç, t
= 0(tl~ll2), which shows that Çlt -> 00 for t -> 0 if / > 2.
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Figure 2.3: Relative error for the Edgeworth expansion of

fix) = exp(jc — exp(jc)). The interval considered captures 99.7 % of
the mass ofthe distribution ofX.

Figure 2.4: Relative error for the saddlepoint approximation of fix). The

interval considered captures 99.7 % ofthe mass ofthe distribution ofX.
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Figure 2.5: Relative errorfor the saddlepoint approximation ofa NIG Lévy

process. The interval considered captures 99.6% of the mass of the distribu¬

tion ofX.

Figure 2.6: Relative errorfor the higher order saddlepoint approximation of
a NIG Levy process. The interval considered captures 99.6% of the mass of
the distribution ofX.
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For t -> oo the behavior is exactly reversed, namely the higher standardized

cumulants tend to zero. In this case a saddlepoint approximation should do a

good job, as observed for example in [81]. Unfortunately there is (at least at

the moment) no absolutely satisfactory solution to this problems.

For the sake of completeness we further give the following alternative

saddlepoint approximations.

2.5 Alternative saddlepoint methods

The standard saddlepoint approximation can give very good results for "well-

behaved" distributions, i.e. distributions whose fourth cumulant is not too big.
Nevertheless we get problems with many distributions as in Figure 2.5. There

are certain extensions, generalizations which can be used especially in the case

where the approximation should already be reasonable in the case n = 1. We

give some of the methods without further proofs. As outlined in the derivation

of the saddlepoint approximation we transform the distribution with some ex¬

ponentially tilted measure and use a normal approximation in the mean of the

tilted distribution. The extensions of the saddlepoint approximation all adopt
the tilting idea but instead of a normal approximation they choose a different

base distribution.

2.5.1 Gamma-based approximations

Assume we are given a continuous random variable X with cumulant gen¬

erating function K analytic in zero. The Gamma-based approximation is

a straightforward extension of the saddlepoint technique. In the standard

saddlepoint approximation the value of the standardized tilted distribution in

the mean is approximated by the value of a standard normal density in 0,

i.e (27t)-1/2. The Gamma distribution with variance one has only one pa¬

rameter v left. It has the following cumulant generating function: K{6) =

—v log(l — jc/^/v). The parameter v can easily be found by using the third

cumulant K{3\0) = 2/Jv. Therefore we set v = 4/£3(0)2, where £3(0) de¬

notes the third standardized cumulant of the distribution of X. Putting this in

the formula for the Gamma distribution with variance 1 in the mean *Jv leads

to the following Gamma-based saddlepoint approximation:

K(0)-0x /vv-l/2 \

/(jc) = e~v
, (2.31)J

VWÏë) \ r(v) /
v J

where v = 4/£3(0)2.
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Remark 2.20. In [55, p. 226ff] one can find also a tail formula based on a

Gamma distribution as well as many interesting properties of this approxima¬
tion.

2.5.2 A generalized Lugannani-Rice formula

In [91] the derivation of a generalized Lugannani-Rice formula is described.

Given again a continuous random variable X with cumulant generating func¬

tion K analytic in zero. Suppose one has chosen a base distribution with

distribution function F, density / and cumulant generating function G. Then

the generalized Lugannani-Rice formula takes the following form:

P[X>x]*l- F(l) + /(|) ( J- - — ) , (2.32)

where ûp = ûG"{wp)~1^2, u = tK"if)~xl2 andf satisfies

G(wç) - Çwt: = K(t) - xt, (2.33)

where w% is the unique solution to G'(w) = £ and K'{t) = x.

The function %w^ — G(w%) is called the Legendre-Fenchel transform of G

(see [55]). Therefore we know that the left hand side of (2.33) is a concave

function of £. For fixed jc ^ ^'(O) we have exactly two solutions in £, £_ =

£_(*)<G'(0) <£+(*)=£+•

We choose: f = £_ if jc < K'(0),

l=Ç+ ifx>K'(0),

I = G'(0) if x = K'(0).

2.6 Risk measures and saddlepoint techniques

Some of the risk measures discussed above fit nicely into a saddlepoint frame¬

work. Let Xt g Ll{Çl, T, P) be, as in Chapter 1, the stochastic outcome

of holding a position in a financial asset over some fixed period t. We sup¬

press the t-dependence in the following. The different tail formulas given in

this chapter can directly be used to approximate shortfall probabilities, i.e.

P[X < a], the probability that X falls below some level a. If we want to use

VaR as the appropriate risk measure, we can easily use an algorithm to invert

these formulas to get an approximation for the VaR. But VaR clearly is not the

only risk measure we can approximate through saddlepoint techniques. We

can also approximate TCE in the following cases.
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2.6.1 Tail conditional expectation for log-return models

We examine models where the asset price dynamics S are given through spec¬

ification of the dynamics for the log-return X = \og(S/So); without loss of

generality we set So = \. We suppose that Xhas a density fx and the cumu¬

lant generating function Kx = log Mx exists in an open interval containing 0

and 1. We fix the desired level a and set a = — VaRa (S), we then obtain:

E[S\S < a] =E[ex\ex < a] = E[ex\X < log a]

J-oo P[X<\oga] P[X<\oga]J_œ *K J

where g(x) = exp(jc)/(jc)/Mx(l) is just the density ofX under the exponen¬

tially tilted measure P\ with dP\ = exp(X — Kx(l))dP. So the cumulant

generating function of g, Kg, can easily be derived from Kx'.

Kg(u) = Kx(u + \)-Kx(\).

Finally we put everything together to obtain:

£[S|S<a]=M,(l)^f^4 (2 34)
P [X < log a]

Now we can use a tail formula to approximate the tail conditional expectation.

Remark 2.21. A similar method is used in [81] to price options for models

with log-returns given by Levy processes. Unfortunately the saddlepoint ap¬

proximation is in this case often too bad for small time horizons so that espe¬

cially for risk management purposes we cannot use it (see also the discussion

above).

2.6.2 Tail conditional expectation for bounded random va¬

riables

We can also use saddlepoint approximations where it is not appropriate to

work with log-returns. This happens for example in the case of options. In the

first case we consider negative random variables. Let X for example denote

the value of a short Put option after some fixed time horizon. Thus suppose
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X < 0 and set a = — VaRa(X). Then we can approximate TCE by:

1 r
-E[X\X <a] = / x f(x) dx

PVXSa}].^
JK }

°°xfi-x)
dx

-,.L
-

-,
Ph[X<a]

-_E[-X\— =
= E[-X]

~

.

(2.35)

P[X<a] P[X<a]
v '

The only remaining task is calculating the cumulant generating function of the

random variable Z having density h :

um =
rVAw*

=
?*t!!l p,«"/<-*> dx

Jo E[-X] Jo Mx(-u)

Mx(-u) M'i-u)Xl >.Eg[-X\ = -£-+. (2.36)
E[-X]

SL

MxiO)

The last equation follows because the moment generating function of the den¬

sity g can be given by:

MAu) =
.g'

Mx(-u)

Hence by taking logarithms we have the expression for the cumulant genera¬

ting function ofthe conditional distribution and we can apply the tail formulas.

The case of positive random variables is analogous.
Assume now that X > b > —oo with cumulant generating function ^(0)

analytic in zero. Set Y = X — b > 0 with cumulant generating function

Ky(6) = K(0) —6b. We want to approximate the following quantity:

E[X\X > a] =E[X -b\X-b>a-b] + b = E[Y\Y >a-b] + b.

In the same way as above we find the following expression:

Ph[Y > a-b]
E[X\X > a] =E[Y]

~

+ b
a

Ph[Y>a-b]
=iK\Q)-b)

~

- + b, (2.37)
a

where a = P[X > a]. The cumulant generating function Kh{u) is given

by Khiu) = logM'Yiu) - logM'Y(0) = K(0) - Ob + log(K'(0) - b) -

XogiK'iO) — b). The case of random variables which are bounded from above

is similar (assume X < b and put Y = b — X > 0).





Chapter 3

Stochastic Taylor expansion

In this chapter we introduce a concept which is useful for small time horizon

approximations for a class of stochastic processes. A key tool for approxima¬
tions of deterministic functions is the Taylor expansion. It is possible to derive

stochastic analogues to the Taylor formula. One possibility is via Malliavin

calculus (see [70]). However, we think that stochastic Taylor-Itô expansions
are easier to understand and suffice our purposes. In the first part we summa¬

rize the basic facts of the stochastic Taylor expansion for diffusion processes

derived in [6] and [61] and give an overview of results for later use. An exten¬

sive treatment of the topic can be found in [62].
In the second part we derive a stochastic Taylor expansion for Poisson pro¬

cesses and link the diffusion case and the Poisson case to get an expansion for

functions of processes consisting of a diffusion part and independent Poisson

processes. Although there already exists some work in this direction (see [69]
and [90]), our approach perfectly matches the applications in Chapter 6. The

results of the Poisson and the Poisson-diffusion case stem from joint work

with Wim Schoutens (see [87]).

Throughout this chapter we are given a complete filtered probability spa¬

ce (Œ, !F, F = (37)/>o, P), where the filtration F satisfies the usual assump¬

tions, i.e. right-continuity and inclusion of all P—nullsets in 3^. The basic

idea of the Itô-Taylor expansion relies on the iterative use of Itô's formula. We

give a general formulation of this formula here, later we use versions accord¬

ing to the setting we work in.

Theorem 3.1 (Itô's formula). Let X = (X1,..., Xd) be a d-tuple of se-

mimartingales and let f : IR^ —»- IR have continuous second order partial

35
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derivatives. Then f(X) is again a semimartingale and the followingformula
holds:

d nt
gy

fiXt) =f(X0) + T f ^-(Xs.)dXs

,
Jo+ ax,

1 = 1

"

d2f_

, , u \j-\- u"i "';

1 c

+ - V /
" J

(Xs-)d[X,XJt
2i^^Jo+dxldxlK

+ j2 (f(xs) - ft**-) - it ^(Xs-)ax'^) (3i)
0<5</ V 1 = 1

X'
/

Proof see [76, p. 70ff]. D

Remark 3.2. Given X, Y two semimartingale s. The process [X, Y] denotes

the quadratic covariation process or bracket process ofX and Y and is defined

as [X, Y]=XY - fX-dY - f Y-dX, where Xt- = limst, Xs denotes the

left hand limit of the process Xt. By convention we set Xq- = Xq. It can be

shown (see [76, p. 58ff]), that the bracket process is of finite variation and that

it can be decomposed pathwise in its continuous part, denoted by [X, Y]c, and

its pure jump part. Furthermore, we denote by AXt = Xt — Xt- the jump

process of the process X.

3.1 The Diffusion case

3.1.1 Introduction

The main ingredients for the stochastic Taylor expansion in the diffusion case

are d-dimensional stochastic processes (Xt) being strong solutions of some

stochastic differential equation (SDE), i.e.:

Xt=Xo+ f ais,Xs)ds+ f bis,Xs)dWs, (3.2)
Jo Jo

with a,it,x) and b,j(t,x) Borel measurable functions for 1 < / < d and

1 < j < m. The process (Wt)t>o denotes an m-dimensional Brownian mo¬

tion on (Œ, 5r, F, P). The coefficients a(t, x) and bit, x) satisfy the global

Lipschitz and linear growth conditions (see [59, p. 281ff]) to ensure existence

and uniqueness of the solution of (3.2).
In the diffusion setting (3.1) simplifies, because we do not have to deal with
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jumps. We can also relax the conditions on the function / if one of the semi-

martingales in the theorem is the time variable. We use the following form of

Itô's formula in this section.

For any function / : IR+ x IRJ —> IR, / e C1'2(R+ x IRJ, IR) we have:

r-t m r-t

fit,Xt)=fiO,Xo)+ L°fis,Xs)ds + Y LJfis,Xs)dWj,s,
Jo =\J°

(3.3)

where we have used the following notation:

i=i
'

i,k=\j=\
l K

(3.4)

d
d

LJ =^Jbljit,x)— , forj = \,...,m. (3.5)
,

OJCj
i=l

We explain the idea of the Itô-Taylor expansion for the function fit, x) = x

in the one-dimensional case, i.e. d = m = 1. We assume that the functions

ait,x) and b(t,x) are sufficiently smooth, so that we can apply (3.3). We

obtain:

Xt=Xo+ (aiO,X0)+ L°aiu,Xu)du+ Lxaiu,Xu)dWu\ds

+ f (biO,X0)+ /" L°biu,Xu)du+ f Lxbiu,Xu)dWu\dWs

=Xo+aiO,Xo) I ds + biO,X0) f dWs + R

Jo Jo

with remainder

••/
ps pt ps

ft
ns Pi PS

R= I I L°aiu,Xu)duds + I I Llaiu,Xu)dWuds
Jo Jo Jo Jo
pt PS pt PS

+ / L°biu,Xu)dudWs+ / Llbiu,Xu)dWudWs.
Jo Jo Jo Jo

We continue to apply Itô's formula to other terms. If we can apply it for

example to the term Llb(u,Xu)wQ get another expansion, namely:

Xt=Xo+aiO,Xo)t + biO,XoWt + LlbiO,Xo) f f dWudWs + R.If
Jo Jo
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Of course the remainder term has changed, and it can get quite complicated
the more terms are included in the expansion itself. These difficulties are best

handled by the introduction of some useful notation.

3.1.2 Ingredients

The statement of the stochastic Taylor formula is possible in a very condensed

form. But this form has some special ingredients which have to be defined

beforehand. First we define the notion of a multi-index.

Multi-Indices

Definition 3.3. A multi-index a of length / := lia) G {0, 1, ...} is a row

vector a = (a\,..., a{), where a^ g {0, 1,..., m}. The set of multi-indices

is denoted by M = {(ai,..., a/) : a, g {0, 1,..., m}, i g {1,...,/}, / =

1, 2, 3,...} U {v}, where v is the multi-index of length zero. The number of

components of a, which are equal to 0 is denoted by nia).

We further define some operations on multi-indices which will prove to

be very useful.

Notation. Given a = (a\,... ,a{) g M\ {v}, ß = (b\,..., bm),md y =

ic\, ...,cn) g M, we set: -a = ia2,...,ai),

a-= iax,...,ai-i),

/Ö * K = (bx,...,bm,ci,...,cn).

Example 3.4. a\ = (2, 0, 1, 0), a2 = (0, 2, 3),

liai) = 4, niai) = 2,

-a2= (2,3), (a2-)-= (0).

An equivalence relation on multi-indices of equal length simplifies the

treatment of multiple stochastic Itô integrals. Suppose a, ß g M, lia) =

Kß) = /:

a ~ ß & 3 a G Si with a = (ßa(\), , ßa(l)), (3.6)

where Si denotes the permutation group of order /. One can easily check that

this relation is indeed an equivalence relation.

Each equivalence class can be characterized by z'o, i\,..., im, where ik =

#{0 < j < I'- cij = k}. We call the equivalence class characterized by

z'o, ..., im the permutation invariant set oforder I with parameters z'o,..., im

and denote it by 4,0 ,m.
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Example 3.5. Suppose m = 2, z'o = 0, i\ = 2, i2 = 1,

4)21 = {(1,1,2), (1,2, 1), (2, 1,1)}.

Remark 3.6. Let a = (ai,..., a/). Each % G {1,..., m} corresponds to the

a^-th component of the Brownian motion, whereas every 0 in the multi-index

a is related to the time variable.

Multiple Itô integrals

We denote by G the set of all càdlàg, adapted processes / = {f(t), t > 0}.
Let us first define three subsets of G, namely

Mv = {/ g G : W > 0, \fit, co)\ < co P a.s.},

M(o) = {/ g G: W > 0, / \fis, co)\ds < oo P a.s.},
Jo

M{X) = {/ g G: "it > 0, / \fis,co)\2ds < oo P a.s.}.
Jo

Remark 3.7. The set ^(i) denotes the processes, which we will integrate
with respect to the Brownian motion Wi, whereas M(0) denotes the processes,

which we will integrate with respect to time.

The sets M(j) of function, which we will integrate with respect to W}
coincide with M{\) for all j = 2,..., m.

Assume p, x are two stopping times such that 0 < pico) < r (&>) < T for all

co g Q. We define recursively the multiple integrals Ia and the sets Ma for

multi-indices a e M.

Definition 3.8. The multiple Itô integral Ia[f(-)]p,v is defined recursively by:

W(0W :=

fit) if 1 = 0,

fp Ia-[f(-)]p,sds if / > 0, ai = 0,

fp Ia-[f(-)]p,sdWahS if/ > 0, ai > 1,

for a = iai,... ,ai) G M and functions / G Ma, where Ma is recursively de¬

fined to be the set of càdlàg processes such that the process (7a_ [/(-)]p, %,
t >

0) satisfies Ia- [f(-)]P,- e M(ai) for lia) > 1.

Remark 3.9. If the function / in Ia[f(-)]p,r is equal to 1 and p = 0, we write

Ia,r Or JUSt Ia.
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Example 3.10. I(i)[f(-)]p,r = Pp f(s)dWhs,

I{0,0,2)[f(-)h,t = fo Jo1 fo2 f^)ds^ds2dW2^

/(i,3,i)[/(-)]o,/ = JoP Jo2 f(^)dWhS3dW3,s2dWUl,

I(0,o,0),t = fÔ P P Idudrds = |y.

We always assume that / g Ma.

Coefficient functions

The differential operators (3.4) and (3.5) are other important tools for stochas¬

tic Taylor expansions. They are used to define the Itô coefficient functions.

Definition 3.11. The Itô coefficientfunctions are recursively defined for a =

(au ..., ai) g M and functions / g Cw(a)'Ä(IR+ x WLd, IR) with h = 1(a) +

nia), as:

/ if/ = 0,
fa = \ (3.7)

|Z«i/_a if/>l,
V ;

where the differential operators LJ, j = 0, 1,..., m are defined as in (3.4)
and (3.5).

Example3.\2. f(t,x) = x, m, d = 1, b(t,x) = b(x),

/(0j 1}
= L°Llf = L°b = ab' + \b2b",

/(U,l) = LlLlLlf = b2b" + b(b')2.

Hierarchical sets and remainder sets

We are not free in choosing multiple integrals for a stochastic Taylor expan¬

sion. We have to choose them properly. Therefore we need the following
definition:

Definition 3.13. Let A C M, then A is called a hierarchical set if

A ^ 0, sup 1(a) < oo and Va g A \ {v}, —a e A.

The remainder set S (A) of the hierarchical set A is the subset of M with the

property: £ (A) = {a e M\A: — a e A}

Example 3.14. The following sets are hierarchical sets:

{v}, {v, (0), (I),..., (m)}, {v, (0), (1, 0), (0, 0)},

Fr = {a e M: 1(a) < r) and

Ar = {a g M : 1(a) + n(a) < r).
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For m = 1, we have the following remainder sets:

Ä({u}) = {(0), (1)},

£({v, (0), (1,0)}) = {(1), (1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0)},

£(Tr) = {a g M: 1(a) =r + \}.

3.1.3 Multiple Itô integrals and Hermite polynomials

There are many relations between multiple stochastic integrals. We exploit the

close connection between orthogonal polynomials and stochastic processes

(see for example [85]). In this section we consider the case of Brownian mo¬

tion as integrator. Then there is a well-known link between Hermite polyno¬
mials and multiple integrals with respect to Brownian motion (see for example

[53]).

Definition 3.15. The Hermite polynomials H„(x) are defined by their gener¬

ating function:

exp(2zjc - z2) = y^ Hn(x)— (3.8)

or by the Rodrigues formula:

n\
n=0

Hn(x) = (-\)nex2^e-x2. (3.9)
dxn

The monic Hermite polynomials H„(x,t) with parameter t are defined as:

Hn(x,t)=(Ç\2 hJ-^=Y (3.10)

whereas the scaled monic Hermite polynomials are defined as h„(x, t) =

^ßn(x,t).

Remark 3.16. The monic Hermite polynomials with parameter 1 are also cal¬

led alternative Hermite polynomials (see [71]) and are denoted by Hn(x). The

Hermite polynomials can be written in a closed form, namely:

t^i (-\y'(2x)"~2j
Hn(x) = n\}—- ——.

~ j\(n-2j)\

For x g 1R+ we denote by |xj the largest integer not exceeding x. From this

representation we can immediately write a representation for the scaled monic
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Hermite polynomials.

LfJ
^ (-\)Jxn~2J [t\J

^^T^ji^JyXi)
OH)

The scaled monic Hermite polynomials have some nice properties which sim¬

plify the following propositions considerably.

dhi
Property 1 :-—(jc,0 = A/_i(jc,0, (312)

dx

dhi 1 d2hi
—(jc,0

+

dt 2 dx'
Property 2 :-^-(jc,0

+

--^-(jc,*) = 0. (3.13)

A first step in better understanding multiple Itô integrals is the following

proposition which deals with multiple Itô integrals with respect to one Brow¬

nian motion.

Proposition 3.17. Let a = (a\, ..., af) with a^ = j G {0, 1, ..., m] for all

k < I and I > 1, thenfor t > 0;

ft1

I(X,t
7! tfJ = °

(3.14)
hi(Wjj,t) ifj>\.

Proof. The statement is clear for j = 0. The proof for j > 1 is done by
induction.

From (3.11) we know that h\(x, t) = x, but /,),/ = fQ dWJjS = WJjt, which
is the statement for / = 1.

Assume now that the result is true for / — 1 :

dla,t = Ia-,tdWLt = hi-i(WLt, t)dWht.

dhi 1 d2hi dhi
1 t-) dt -\

dt 2 dx1 dx
dhi(t,Wj,t) = (— + -—T)dt+ —dWhU

=0 hi-!

hence Ia,t = k(t, WJtt),

where we used the induction assumption and Properties 1 and 2 above. D

Example 3.18. We can use formula (3.14) to calculate some multiple Itô inte-
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grals with respect to one Brownian motion, examples are:

hjjj)J=^(wlt-3tWLt),

t(j,j,j,j,j),t =| (wit - mwlt + l5t2wL<)
We further need a similar relation between special sums of multiple Itô

integrals and products of the scaled monic Hermite polynomials. Take any

sequence (z'o, ..., im) and the corresponding permutation invariant set 4,0 ,m.

We already know from Proposition 3.17 how a multiple integral behaves if

there is only one k G {1, ..., m} such that /£ ^ 0. We can now generalize this

proposition to the general case.

Proposition 3.19. Given (io,...,im) G INm+1 and S,0 lm
C M. Denote

z'o + • • • + id = I- Then thefollowing holds:

ffl

T Ia,t = —.f\hlk(WKt,t). (3.15)
I—^

loi
- •*

«e^i0 im
k=\

Proof The proof is carried out by induction on the order /.

The case / = 1 holds because of Proposition 3.17.

Assume (3.15) is true for / — 1, then

/V° A \ t'°~l A

d \—, Il h*Wk,t, t) = — FT hlk(Wk,t, t)dt

m
,0

m

+j2—n K(Wk,t, t)dhl} (whU t)

;=i
Z°-

k*j

ffl ffl

= J2 ^'dt + J2 77 fl K(Wk,t, t)htj.i(Wj,t, t)dwLt

ae^(,0-i) ,m
;=i ae^0 (/ i} lm «^,0 im
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The first equation holds because of the integration by parts formula ([76, p

60] For the second equality we use properties (3 12) and (3 13) and the in¬

duction assumption as the first integrand is the right hand side of (3 15) for a

permutation invariant set of length 1-1 with a zero component less (if a con¬

tains no zero component this factor drops out) The third equation follows in

the same way from the induction assumption Finally the last equality imme¬

diately follows from the definition of the multiple integral D

Notation. We define the expressions in Proposition 3 19 corresponding to

some equivalence class of multi-indice s 4,0 ,m by l't° lm

3.1.4 The Itô-Taylor expansion for diffusion processes

Finally we have collected all the necessary ingredients to state the theorem

For the proof, which is based on a repeated application of Itô's lemma, we

refer to [62, p 184 ff] The interested reader also finds similar techniques in

the next section

Theorem 3.20. Let p and r be two stopping times with

to < p(co) < r(co) < T P a.s.,

let A G M be a hierarchical set, and let f : 1R+ x IR —»- IR, then the Itô-

Taylor expansion

f(r,Xv)=J2I^Mß^p)]p,r+ J2 I«[M;X)]p,v (3 16)

holds, provided all ofthe derivatives off, a and b and all ofthe multiple Itô

integrals appearing in (3.16) exist.

Proof. [62, p 184 ff] D

Example 3 21. We give the stochastic Taylor expansion in a particularly sim¬

ple example for f(t,x) = x, d = m = 1 and a(t,x) = a(x), b(t,x) =

b(x) As hierarchical set we choose A = {v, (0), (1), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)},

p = 0, x = t We obtain

Xt = Xq + a1(0) + blm + (ab' + -b2b")I{0,\) + ba'Iih0) + bb'I{lA) + R.

It is often not convenient to work with the remainder term in (3 16)
Therefore we cite a result from [62, p 206], which takes care of the mean-

square error of a truncated stochastic Taylor expansion, î e we examine for
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k = 0, 1,... the following process (which we assume to be well-defined):

fk(t)= J2 Ialfa(0,X0)]t (3.17)

aeAk

for t g [0, T] and the hierarchical set Ak = {a g M : 1(a) + n(a) < k}.

Proposition 3.22. Suppose that Va G Ak, fa(0, Xq) g Ma and that

fa(-,X.) G Ma With

sup E [|/a(f,X,)|2] < CiCf)+n{a\\(l(a) +n(a))\\ (3.18)
0<t<T

L J l

for all a G S(Ak). Then

E [\f(t,Xt) - fk(t)\2] < C3++ (3.19)

for all t G [0, T]. Hence the truncated Itô-Taylor expansion (3.17) converges

to the Itô process f(t,Xt) in the mean-square sense.

Proof. [62, p. 206] and Remark 3.23 below. D

Remark 3.23. The statement of Proposition 5.9.1 in [62] refers only to the case

when f(t,x) = x. By checking the proof carefully, one observes that this

requirement is not needed. Moreover the following consideration shows that

the truncated stochastic Taylor expansion remains unchanged under invertible

change of variable. We only deal with the case d = m = 1, the general case

follows in exactly the same way, except for some notational difficulties.

Given dXt = a(t, Xt)dt + b(t, Xt)dWt and f(t, Xt) such that the stochastic

Taylor expansion holds for the hierarchical set A. Define Yt = g(t, Xt) for

an invertible function g G C1,2(1R+ x IR, IR). We use (3.3) on Yt to get the

stochastic differential equation corresponding to Y:

.

.dt + b—dWt.
dx1 } dx

We assume that we can write this SDE as

dYt =~a(t, Yt)dt + b(t, Yt)dWt,

where the coefficients a(t, y) and b(t, y) are assumed regular enough. From

the SDE's for X and Y we form the differential operators LJ and LJ re¬

spectively. Furthermore, we are given a function f2 such that f(t, Xt) =
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flit-, git, Xt)). Under reasonable assumptions on the functions / and g one

can show that the truncated stochastic Taylor expansion with respect to the

X-operators LJ coincides with the truncated stochastic Taylor expansion with

respect to the 7-operators LJ. We can formally show that for any functions

F(t,x) = G(t,g(t,x)) = G(t,y) we have that UF = U G:

dG dG dG dg
—(t, g(t, jc)) =—(t, y) + —(t, y)— (t, x),
dt dt dy dt

dG dG dg
—it, g(t, jc)) =—(t, y)—(t, x),
dx dy dx

d2G d2G (dg \2 dG d2g
—T(t,g(t,x)) =—(t,y) -^(t,x) + —(t,y)-±(t,x).
dx1 dy1 \dx J dy dx1

Hence

Toru u »

dG dGdg dGdg
L G(t, g(t, jc)) = 1 h a

dt dy dt dy dx

dG \,dg2d2G

+ -b2— —-

dy 2 dx dy1

LlG(t,g(t,x)) =b^— = LlG(t,y).
dx dy

This consideration shows by inductive reasoning that in particular fa(t,x) =

ifi)a it, y) for a g .A and therefore we have shown that the truncated stochas¬

tic Taylor expansions coincide. One can easily extend this result to the general
d-dimensional case. Taking g(t, x) = f(t, x) leads to Proposition 3.22 but

with arbitrary functions satisfying the assumptions of the proposition.

In [62] one can find conditions to ensure almost sure convergence of

the truncated Taylor expansion for k tending to infinity. This is not what

we are interested in, because we want to work with only few terms in the

truncated expansion. Proposition 3.22 shows that in this case we have to re¬

strict ourselves to a short-time horizon. Furthermore one can show that for

functions satisfying supo</<7'E[|/a(/L,X/)|2] < CiC2 in addition to

the assumptions of Proposition 3.22, one can even estimate the uniform error

E[sup0</<r \f(Xt) - fk(t)\] (see also [62]).
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3.2 The Poisson case

The basic object in this section are homogeneous Poisson processes. The

Poisson process is a finite variation process, in particular it can only jump

finitely many times in each finite time interval. For such processes formula

(3.1) reduces to a much simpler form. As one easily checks, we have that

f(Xt) =f(Xo) + J2 ifiXs) ~ fiXs-)). (3.20)
s<t

Now the function / need not be C2. In fact we do not have to put any re¬

striction on the function / other than measurability. Similar to the treatment

of diffusion processes in [62] we recursively use formula (3.20) for Poisson

processes. Only in the end when we generalize to jump-diffusions we have to

use formula (3.1).

3.2.1 The univariate case

We introduce the following notation:

Notation. The difference operator A of a function / : IR -> IR is defined by:

A/(jc) = fix + 1) - fix). We extend this notation. Set A°/(jc) = /(jc),
A1 f(x) = A/(jc) and define A1 f(x) = A(Al~lf(x)) recursively.

Remark 3.24. The difference operator A/ should not be mixed up with (ANt)

which denotes the jump process of Nt. The meaning should always be clear

from the context.

We now explain the main idea of the expansion. In the case of a Poisson

process one can easily rewrite Itô's formula as has been done in (3.20). For an

arbitrary Borel measurable function / we obtain the following:

f(Nt) =/(0) + J2 ^^ - /W-))
0<5</

=/(°) + E C/W') - AN,-))AN,
0<s<t

=/(°) + E t/W'- + D - fiNs-))ANs
0<s<t

=/(0) + f ifiNs- + 1) - f(Ns-))dNs
Jo+

=/(0)+ f Af(Ns.)dNs. (3.21)
Jo+
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The second and third equality follow from the fact that for a Poisson process

ANS = 1 in the case of a jump at time s or 0 otherwise. Then we use the

definition of the integral in the Poisson case and finally the definition of the

difference operator A.

In the same way as in (3.21) one can apply Itô's formula to the function

Af(Ns):

Af(Ns) =A/(0) + f A(Af(Nu-))dNu. (3.22)
Jo+

Plugging (3.22) into (3.21) leads to:

f(Nt)=f(0) + J Uf(0) + JS A(Af(N«-))dN«\dNs

=f(0) + Af(0)[ dNs+ f f A2f(Nu-)dNudNs. (3.23)
Jo+ Jo+ Jo+

We then go on inductively.

Notation. We further simplify the notation. Set

Ptn\f)=i T f"~1 fiNtn-)dNtn...dNh, (3.24)
Jo+ Jo+ Jo+

Pt0)if)=fit).

We simply write Pt(n) in (3.24) if / = 1.

Example 3.25. We give some easy examples for this notation.

Jo+

PtyiJ = / dNh = Nt,
10+

Pt2)if)=f I' fiNh-)dNhdNh.
Jo+ Jo+

To get rid of multiple integrals which show up in the expansion, we use

some well-known results related to multiple integrals with respect to a Pois¬

son process. We cite a result of [33, p. 23] which can easily be proved by
induction.

Proposition 3.26. Given a Poisson process (Nt)o<t- Then we have for all

n > 0 that:
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Proof. See [33]. D

Example 3.27. This proposition gives an easy way for calculating multiple
stochastic integrals with respect to a Poisson process:

Ptw = I I dNudNs = l-NtiNt - 1)
/0+ J0+ 2

't(2) = f f
Jo+ Jo^

çt /-s — ÇU— 1

PP = / dNvdNudNs = -NiNt - X)iNt - 2).
J0+ J0+ J0+ 6I0+J0+

J0+

We can now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3.28. (Stochastic Taylor expansion for the Poisson process/ Gi¬

ven iNt)o<t a Poisson process and /: IR —»- IR. Then for all m G No the

following expansion holds:

fiNt)=J2*lm( )+Pt(m+l)iAm+lfl (3-26)
1=0

^ z '

Proof. By induction.

From (3.21) we have that f(Nt) = /(0) + p+ Af(Ns-)dNs = /(0) +

Pt (A1/). This is the statement for m = 0.

Assume the statement is true form — 1, i.e.

m — \
/ m \

f(Nt) = j2Alfi°n1t) + ptm)i^mf)-
i=o

^ l '

From (3.22) we expand the function Am fiNtm ) and get:

ftm

AmfiNtm) =Amf(0) + / Am+lf(tm+i-)dNtm+l,
Jo+

hence Pt(m)(Amf) =Am f(0)Pt(m) + Pt(m+l)(Am+l f).

D

Example 3.29. Theorem 3.28 shows how to calculate stochastic Taylor expan¬
sions for arbitrary functions. Set for example m = 2, then:

fiNt)=fiO) + (f(\)-f(0))Nt

+ (f(2) - 2/(1) + f(0))l-Nt(Nt -1) + R.

When we drop the remainder term R, the approximation is exact on the set

{Nt < 2} as one can easily check.
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The property of exactness of the truncated stochastic Taylor expansion
for the Poisson process holds more generally. Define the truncated Taylor

expansion fm (Nt) as:

fm(Nt) = 5>*/(0)|
'Nts

(3.27)
k=0

Proposition 3.30. The truncated stochastic Taylor expansion fmiN) for the

Poisson process is exact on the set {Nt < m}.

Proof. By induction.

Note that foiN) = /(0) is exact on {Nt = 0}.
Put m > 1 and assume that the statement is true for m — 1. On the set {A^ <

m — 1} we have that (j) = 0, hence fm-\ = fm on {Nt < m — 1}. By

assumption fm-i is exact on this set. It remains to show that fmifn) = fim).
A simple calculation shows that:

aV(0)=X>i)*+'(*)/(/).
1=0

\1'

Therefore we can write:

m k

k=0

m — \ / m

i=0 \k=i

/

k=0 i=0

k\ (m*

k.
= i:(i:(-i)Ä+/(/. )c;: ) i/(o+/(^)

m — \

<E
1=0

; E<-i)t+2'
k=0

m — i

.
k

.

(l-\)m-i=0

fH) + fim),

and hence the result follows. D

Corollary 3.31. i) fmiN) —> fiN) almost surelyfor m —»- oo.

H) If ll/lk°° < M-, then we also have, that

fmiNt) — f(Nt) in Ll form -> oo.
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Proof. To prove i) we use the following:

{sup \f„ - f\ > s} = U [\f„ - f\ > s} C U {/„ Ï /}
fl>m
— n>m n>m

Prop 3 30 . .

c U^> ">•
n>m

But \J„>m{Nt >n} = {Nt > m], hence

P[sup \fn - f\ > e] <P[Nt >m] = J2 e~kt^-
n^m

n>m

n'

(Xt)m +
l

< > 0 as m -> oo.

~(m + \)\

We use Proposition 3.30 again, to show ii):

E[\fm-f\]=E[\fm-f\,Nt>m]

<E[\fm\,Nt>m] + E[\f\,Nt>m]

E[\f\, Nt > m] <MP[Nt > m] -> 0 as m -> oo

|AZ/(0)| <MJ2\) =M2^
i=o

\1'

whence \fm(Nt)\ <M^27^Y

Therefore we have that:

E[\fm\, Nt > m] <M^rÀ'^- J2 ÇV

k>m l<k N 7

^ u&tf u
u^(3\t)k m^oo

=MV e ——3 = Me"" V > 0
.

^ k\ f— k\
k>m k>m

D

Remark 3.32. One can even prove the stronger assertion that the whole trajec¬

tory converges uniformly, because \f(Ns) — fm(Ns)\ = 0 on {Nt < zw} for

s < t. Therefore we know that sup5</ \f(Ns) — fm(Ns)\ = 0 on {Nt < m}
and the proof is analogous to the proof of i) above.
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3.2.2 The multivariate case

We now extend the result from Theorem 3.28 to the multivariate case. We

start with a d-dimensional Poisson process Nt = (A7/ ,..., A7/ ) where

N^'\ A7^-1 are independent Poisson processes for z ^ j with intensities X,,

respectively Xj. We now use Itô's lemma again. As the main ideas become

already clear in the two-dimensional case we set d = 2. In the same way as in

(3.21) we can write for any measurable function /: IR2 -> IR:

f(Nt) =/(0) + J2 (/W) - /W-))
0<5</

=/(0)+ J2 (fiN^ + l,N^)-fiN^,N^))ANsm
0<s<t

+ E (/(^^-) + i)-/(^^(-)))a^(2)
0<5</

=fiO)+ f Aif(Ns.)dN^+f A2f(Ns-)dN^, (3.28)
Jo+ Jo+

where we used the notation A i f(x, y) = f(x + \,y) — f(x, y), A2f(x, y) =

f(x,y + 1) — f(x,y) respectively. The reasoning for the first equality is

exactly the same as in the univariate case. For the second equality we have

to note that AA7/ AA7/ = 0 a.s., as two independent Poisson processes do

not jump at the same times almost surely. The last equation follows from the

definition of the integral, as above.

It is now again clear how to continue. We define gi(Ns) = A,f(Ns) for

z = 1,2. Then we apply (3.28) to the functions g,. Putting these expressions
in the integrals above leads to:

f(Nt)=f(0) + Aif(0) f dN^l) + A2f(0)f dNP
Jo+ Jo+

+ f T AiCAi/CJV«-))^1^^
Jo+ Jo+

+ f f A2(A1/(A7M_)WA7i2^A7i1)
Jo+ Jo+

+ f T A1(A2/(A7M_)WA7M(1)^A7i2)
Jo+ Jo+

+ f T A2(A2/(A7M_))^A7M(2)^A7i2). (3.29)
Jo+ Jo+
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We can now certainly expand each of the remainder integrals further but we

do this in a "symmetric" way The reason being that we are able to get rid

of the integrals in the expansion We explain this treatment in the general
d-dimensional case To do this we adapt some notation introduced in the

earlier sections The set of multi-indices is in this section denoted by M =

{(ai, ...,ai): at e {\, ...,d}, i g {1,...,/}, / = 1,2, 3,...} U {v} Analo¬

gously we redefine permutation invariant sets with parameters zi,..., zj

We also define the difference operator Aa for a = (a\,..., a{) g M as

a«/(x) = n a«, /(*)•

One can easily check, that the difference operators commute Therefore we

have for a g 4n ,d

d
,i

>'d l(a)+ £ kj d

a«/(0)= \X\a1; )/(o)= J2 (-1) ;=1 Flur)fih,...,kd).
h, ,kd=0 r=\

^ r'

(3 30)

By <tn ,d
we denote a representative element of the set 4n ,d

And finally
we define the stochastic integral of an element a = (a\,..., a{) g M and a

function / recursively as

Paif)t =
fiNt) if 1 = 0,

fo+LPa-if)s-dN^ai) lf/>l.

If / = 1, Paif)t is denoted by Pa,t as before The following generalization
of Proposition 3 26 holds

Proposition 3.33. Given a d-dimensional Poisson process (Ay , ..., Ay ),

where N^, N^ are independent homogeneous Poisson processesfor i ^ j.

Then thefollowing holds:

E r« = nCf)- <"')

^\ ,d 7 = 1
V J 7

Remark 3 34. If i} = n for some j then we have that 4n ,d
= {(/, ..., j)}

and we are back in the univariate case Hence in this case, the statement of the

proposition reduces to Proposition 3 26
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Proof. By induction on the order of 4n ,d.

First let / = 1 and 4n ,d
= {(ai)}, where ai = j. We then have that

£ *

•l 'd

«,/
= P(j),t = nIj),

which is the result for n = 1.

Assume now that the statement is true for / — 1. By Proposition 3.26 we have

that

d-'N'
1j )) [o lfij =0.

We now use the integration by parts formula [76, p. 76] to derive the differ¬

ential of the right hand side of (3.31). The bracket terms drop out because

independent Poisson processes do not jump at the same time almost surely.
Therefore

d ( d /N(j)\ \ / *rW \

£ n T U-,H

= 12 T, P«,t-dNi

1% ae4'i Ut-D ..

= J2 dp^-

(k)

n >d

In the second equality we have used the induction assumption and the last

equality follows from the definition of Pa,t-

We proceed as follows: We expand the remainder terms appearing in

(3.29) in such a way that Proposition 3.33 helps us to take many integrals to¬

gether. A necessary condition for this procedure to work is the commutativity

property of the difference operators A. Now we can state the stochastic Taylor

expansion for d-dimensional Poisson processes.

Theorem 3.35. (The stochastic Taylor expansion for d-dimensional Pois¬

son processes) Given a d-dimensional Poissonprocess (A7/), where N^l\ A7^

are independent homogeneous Poisson processesfor i ^ j, and a Borel mea-
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surablefunction f : IR —> IR. Thefollowing expansion holds:

m d /N(J)\
/w)=e e *<,«n(; )

£=0 <i, ,/rf6No 7 = 1 J

•1+ +'d=k

+ E E ^«(A«A. (3-32)

«H h^w+lœe^j y

Proof By induction.

Set zw = 0. By a similar expansion as in (3.28) we get:

d nt

fiNt) =/(0) + Y) / AJf(Ns.)dNij) (*)

=/(0)+ J] J] Pa(Aaf)t,

n-\ Nrf=lae^/1 y

which is the statement for m = 0.

Now let zw > 1 and assume that the statement is true for zw — 1, i.e.

m-\ d /N(j)\

/W)=E e a<,../«»nn )
k=0 n, ,'d^o 7 = 1 i

'1+ +'d=k

+ E E ^«(a«a.

We expand the functions AafiNt) of the remainder term as in (*). For each

a e 4n ,d
we obtain:

07 /./

Aa/(ty) =Aa/(0) + T / A, AafiNs-)dN{sJ\
J=i

h+

d

whence Pa(Aaf)t =AafiO)Pa,t + J] P(j)*aiA{j)*af)t-
7=1

Each possible combination of z'i,..., z'j g No, z'i + • • • + z'j = zw therefore

J , AT (j )v

contributes by Proposition 3.33 A4; ;
/(0) 17/=! ( / ) anc^ f°r me remain-
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der we have that:

d

E E EjPc/)*«(A(i)*«/)/= J2 E pa(Aa/)*.

«H Nrf=»3 as^j ;rf7 = l «H hrf=m+l ûfe^j ,d

Hence Theorem 3.35 is proved. D

Remark 3.36. Theorem 3.35 shows in particular that an approximation of

fiNt) by a deterministic Taylor expansion is completely useless. The im¬

portant parts of the function / are the values of the function at the positive

integers and zero, which is reflected in our expansion.

In the same way as for the one-dimensional case we can show the ex¬

actness of the truncated multivariate stochastic Taylor expansion fm(Nt) on

certain sets, where clearly fm (Nt) now is defined as

m d /N(J\
fmiNt)=J2 E A.fl ldfiO)ft{ ; (3.33)

k=0 n, ,yN0 7 = 1 J

•i+ +'d=k

The following generalization of Proposition 3.30 holds:

Proposition 3.37. The truncated stochastic Taylor expansion fm (Nt) is exact

on the set Sm = {J2k=\ Nfk) <m\

Proof. It suffices to show the following: fm (Nt) is exact on the set {A7/ =

ni,..., N( = nf\ for any n\,. ..,rid such that z?i + • • • + wj < zw.

We define m' = n\ + • • • + rid, h = (ni,..., rid) and k = (k\,..., kd).

We examine (3.33) and note that, if there exists a j such that n} < ij, then

Y[ (W/) = 0, i.e. all combinations of z'i, ..., ij with this property do not con¬

tribute to fm. Therefore

m' d y -.

a(»)=e e *>, w/«»n("')
k=o n+ +'d=k 1=1

v J 7

'J^"j

m'

(320) y^ y^

k=o n+ +'d~-

n, ,'d

E (-

m' «i, ,nd

=E E
k=0 h, 'kd

Hkj<k

/(*) E
'1+ +'d=k

kJ-'j-nJ

d
/ . x

d

>*n;
r=\ ^ "

i = l

d
/ \

d ,

n(;'w"'
r=\

V '

7=1

7

n ;
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m' «i, ,nd

=E E
k=0 h, ,kd

fik)

d

n a-)
'1+ +'d=k

_1)E';+*.
<7

z

7 = 1
V J

kj\

kj)
Hkj<k kJ^J^"j

m' «i, ,nd

=E E
k=0 h, ,kd

fik)

d

n
i=i
© E

'i+ +'d=k~k'

(_l)E'y
d ,

+lkj J-|
(n

7 = 1
^

j-k•)
Hkj<k °^j^"j-kj

where k' = ^kj. Fix /q < n\,... ,kd < rid such that /q + • • • + kd = k' < k

and examine the coefficient of f(k\,..., kd):

d
/ -. m' d

/ ,
-.

riß e e (->=*n(V)
i= l

v •// £=0 ,1+ +,d=k-k' j = l
v •/ 7

d
/ •. m1 d

/ , x

-nft)E e c-»=*n(V)
j= l

V •^/ k=k' ;i+ +;rf=Ar-^ 7 = 1 7

d
/ \

m'—k' d
/ , -.

-nft e e n<->K"'~ '

i = l
v •// yt=0 'i+ +/rf=^ j = l

\ 7 /

nfö e n<-HV'
i= l

V /'
0<i]<n]-k] j = \ '7

<7 x -. d

=n(:.)n<'-'>
-

v/c7/
- -

7 = 1
V 7/

7 = 1

";-*;

If /V, = nj for all j then the coefficient is 1, in all other cases the coefficient

vanishes, which proves the proposition. D

Corollary 3.38. i) fm(Nt) —> fiNt) almost surely as m —»- oo.

ii) If ll/IU00 < M, then we also have, that

fmiNt) —> fiN) inL1, asm -> oo.

Proof, i) By Proposition 3.37 we know that the truncated Taylor expansion is

exact on the set Sm = {^2 A7/ < zw}. It is a well-known property of Poisson

processes that Y^ ^t ~ Poisson(^] X, t). Therefore we can use an analogous

argument as in the proof of Corollary 3.38 to prove i).

n) Define £m = {/V,(1) < \m/d\,..,Nf> < Lzw/t/J} = {maxA7/0) < \m/d\]
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and Mm = {^Nj < \rn/d\}. We obviously have the following inclusions:

<M*m <Z%m C^ffl. Therefore

E[\fm ~ /|] =Ei\fm ~ f\, { < E[\fm ~ f\, £]

<E[\fm\, g£] + E[\f\, g£] < E[\fm\, Mcm{+MP[fm\.

By (3.30) we have that | Aa/(0)| < 2/(a)M, hence

m d /N(j\
E[\fm\,M^]<ME[J22k J2 111 / )>M<iï

k=0 il+...+id=kj= \
^ J /

m nk ( d \

k=o \j=\ J
m

2k

<ME[J2^Skdt,Sd,t> [m/d\]
k=0

'

m Jk ~\l

k=0 l>\m/d\

where we used the abbreviation Sd,t = X!/=i ^t and the fact that Sd,t is

again Poisson distributed with parameter X = t^Xj. The sums in the last

expression are interchangeable and therefore we have:

E[\fm\,Mcm]<M J2 e"xyrE^r
l>\m/d\

'

k=0

=M Y e-l-e2l=Me~l V ^.
l>\m/d\ l>\m/d\

This last expression again tends to 0 as zw ^ oo and the proof is finished D

Remark 3.39. - The infinite sum /» exists and gives us a chaos expansion in

terms of the non-compensated Poisson process. The non-compensated Pois¬

son process and its iterations have the disadvantage that they are not martin¬

gales. This weak point can be circumvented, if we then turn to the compen¬

sated Poisson process and adjust the coefficients. This gives the explicit form
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of the chaos expansion for the compensated Poisson process.

- Some components of the d-dimensional Poisson process may be expanded
further than others. Of course, such an expansion is no longer symmetric. For

the ease of exposition the above special treatment has been chosen. The gen¬

eral case is a straightforward extension of our results.

- Most of the results in this section with the exception of the convergence re¬

sults hold in a more general frame work as pointed out by Prof. Paul Glasser¬

man. In principle we could impose probabilistic assumptions only where L1

convergence is established and otherwise examine non-decreasing piecewise
constant function with non-simultaneous unit jumps in a Lesbesgue-Stieltjes
sense. As our main interest lies on Poisson processes, this special treatment

has been chosen.

3.2.3 The Diffusion-Poisson case

The obvious next step is to extend the method to a multivariate process Xt,
X,

= (Xili
page 36, i.e.

Xt = (Ay ,Xt '), where Ay is an r-dimensional diffusion process as on

X{1} =X01) + I a(s,X^l))ds+ f b(s,X(sl))dBs. (3.34)
Jo Jo

The process Ay = (A7/ ,..., A7/ ) is a d-dimensional homogeneous Pois¬

son process as in the previous section. In the following we slightly change
notation. The components of a multi-index a = (a\, ..., a{) can now vary

between 0 and m+d. We define the following operators on sufficiently smooth

functions /: IR+ x IRr x WLd -> IR:

d
r

d 1
V m d2

L"=-t + E«.('.*>^ + 5EEM'.*>M'.*>ä^- <335>
1=1 l,k=\j=\

r

q
LJ =YjblJ(t,x)— forl<j<zw, (3.36)

,
dXi

i=l

Lk =Ak-m+r+i for zw + 1 <k<m+d. (3.37)

aAs above, we define the operators La for a e M recursively as La = LaxL

To define the following multiple Itô Integrals with respect to "suitable" func¬

tions / and a multi-index a = (a\,..., a{), we refer to page 39 for the def¬

initions of three classes of adapted càdlàg stochastic processes /. We set

M(j) = M(\) for all j = 1,..., zw and M(j) = Mv for j > m respectively.
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The inclusion ofjumps slightly changes the definition of the multiple integral
with respect to the multi-index a. We set:

/«[/(•)]/ :=

if/ = 0,

if / > 0, ai = 0,

fit)

f£+Ia-[f(-)]s-ds
Jo+ Ia-[fi-)]s-dWahS if/ > 0, 1 < ai < m,

Jo+ Ia-[fi-)]s-dN^-m) ifl>0,m + \<ai<m+d,

for / g Ma, where Ma is recursively defined to be the set of càdlàg processes

such that the process (Ia-[f (•)]., t > 0) satisfies Ia-[f(-)]. g M(a y

We recursively use Itô's lemma to derive a stochastic Taylor expansion
for processes Xt defined as above and functions / : IR+ x IRr x IR^ -> IR.

Using formula (3.1) and the properties ofthe coefficients a and b we have that:

f(t,Xt) = f(0,Xo)+f %(s-,Xs.)ds
J0+ àt

+ T [ ai(s-,xil2)^-(s-,Xs.)ds
^ Jo+ ox,

m t r

e/ e
i

Jo+
i

7=1
i=l

i
r m r-t

b1J(s-,xil2)^-(s-,Xs.)dWSJ
J=l»Q+~

dxl

b1J(s-,xil2)bkj(s-,xll2)^-4-(s-,Xs.)ds
uk=\ J=\

m+d

dx, dxk

m-tu „f

.

T^
!
J0+

.)dN^'-m).
i=m + l

With the help of the notations defined above we can write this in a more con¬

densed form, namely:

m+r

fit,Xt)=fiO,Xo) + J2l(j)[L^fi;X.)]t.
7=0

(3.38)

Similar to the proof of the Itô-Taylor expansion in [62] and the proofs for the

Poisson case, one can prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.40. Let A G M be a hierarchical set, and let /: IR+ x IRr x

IR —»- IR, then the Itô-Taylor expansion

fit,Xt) = Y^Ia[faiO,Xo){t+ J2 Ialfai;X.)]t (3.39)

holds, provided all of the derivatives of the functions f(t,x), a,(t,x) and

b,j (t, x) and all ofthe multiple Itô integrals appearing in (3.39) exist.

Proof. The proof of this theorem is analogous to the proof in [62] and the

proofs of the previous theorems. D

Remark 3.41. - It is straightforward to extend this result to the case of boun¬

ded stopping times, i.e. instead of considering the interval [0, t] we can look

at [p, r], where p and r are two stopping times with:

to < p(oo) <r(oo) < T P a.s.

- The question of a jump-diffusion is also discussed in [60], [66], [67] and

[69]. These papers deal with the problem, where f(x) = x, i.e. a stochastic

Taylor expansion is derived which approximates the jump-diffusion itself. We

are interested in the approximation of a function of the jump-diffusion.

As in the case of a diffusion process or in the case of a Poisson process we

want to drop the remainder term in (3.39). As before we define the truncated

stochastic Taylor expansion, i.e. we examine for k = 0, 1,... the following

process (which we assume to be well-defined):

fk(t)= J2 Ialfa(0,X0)]t (3.40)

aeAk

for the hierarchical set Ak = {a g M: 1(a) + n(a) < k}. The following
lemma helps to establish a mean-square convergence of the truncated Taylor

expansion. We consider a fixed time horizon t < T.

Lemma 3.42. Set Xt = (t, Wu,..., Wm,t, /V,(1),..., N^f with Poisson

processes Ay having intensity Xj. Given an adapted càglàdprocess g(t)

with f0+E[g(s)2]ds = K < oo, we have that:

fK ifj = 0,

< iK if2<j<m + \,

2(Xj + X2t) K ifm + 2 < j < m + 1 + d.

(3.41)

E u: g(s)dXj,s
o+
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Proof. In the case 2 < j < m + 1 we can use the Itô isometry and obtain:

2"

(j g(s)dWs\ = j E[g(s)2]ds=K.
10+ / J J0+

If j = 0 we can use the Holder inequality:

u: 1 g(s)ds <E f ds f
Jo+ Jo

g(s) ds

f
Jo+

t / E[g(sy]ds = tK
Jo+

General properties of stochastic integrals solve the problem for zw + 2 < j <

zw + 1 +d. First we convert the integral with respect to the Poisson process to

an integral with respect to the compensated Poisson process Nt = A7/ —Xjt:

E[([ g(s)dN(tJ)f]=E[(( g(s)dNs+Xj f g(s)ds)2]
Jo+ Jo+ Jo+

<2E[(f g(s)dNs)2]+2X2E[(f g(s)dsf],
Jo+ Jo+

V

v

'

Mf

as (a + b)2 < 2(a2 + b2). The process M is adapted, càdlàg and of finite varia¬

tion on compacts, hence it is a quadratic pure jump process (i.e. [M, M]c = 0)
as shown in [76, p. 63ff]. In particular, we know that \M,M\ = Mk +

TÜ) (J)
J2o<s<t AM*- As AN* = ANs we have that AM* = gis)AN^J and fi¬

nally [M, M]t = f0+ g(s)2dNs .
From the properties of the Poisson process

we obtain:

E[[M,M]t]=XjE y
.Jo+

g(s) ds X
j
Jo

j , E[g(s)2]ds = Xj K.

o+

From [76, p. 66] we have that E[M?] = E[ [M, M]t] and with the result for

j = 0 we obtain:

E[( f g(s)dNiJ)f] <2XjK + 2X2t K.
Jo+

D
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We recursively use Lemma 3.42 to estimate the mean-square error of the

truncated stochastic Taylor expansion.

Proposition 3.43. Suppose thaFi a G A#, fa(0, Xq) g Ma and that

fa(-,X.) G Ma With

0<t<T

for all a G S(Ak). Then

sup E\\fa(t,Xt)\2]<CiCl{a)+n{a)1 (3.42)

(CAt)k+l
E \\f(t, Xt) - fk(t)\2} < C3

4

L J \Uk+lL4(*+1)U
(3.43)

for all t G [0, T]. Hence the truncated Itô-Taylor expansion (3.40) converges

to the Itô process f(t,Xt) in the mean-square sense.

Proof. First we note that 1(a) + n (a) G {k + 1, k + 2} and hence 1(a) > (k +

l)/2 for alla G £(Ak). Furthermore we have that #«B (Ak) < (m+d+l)k+l.
Let n, (a) denote the numbers of components of the multi-index a, which

correspond to the i-th Poisson process. For any a g 35(Ak) we have by
Lemma 3.42 and inductive reasoning that:

a

E [/„[/„(-, X.)]2] </»<«> Y\(2(Xj +x)t))n^CiC

<CiCk+l

7 = 1

fl(a)+n(a)
5

l(a)\
'

Ma)
l(a)+n(a) l__
2

l(a)l

for some constant C5. Therefore

E [\f(t, Xt) - fk(t)\2] = (e [\f(t, Xt) - fk(t)\2]
1/2N

= \E

nl/2N

( J2 Ialfa(;X.)]ty

ae£(Ak)

<

<

J2 (E[Ia[fa(;X.)]2])
Kae£(Ak)

tl(a)+n(a)

1/2

1/2^

y [cick+l
^ \ 5

l(a)\
Kae£iAk)
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k+\

<c3
(CV)

for some constants C3 and C\. D

Remark 3 AA. As before it is important for our purposes that the mean-square

error of the truncated stochastic Taylor expansion grows like 0(tk+l) for the

hierarchical set A#.

We can further extend the above results to uniform results by the Doob

inequality.

Lemma 3.45. Set Xt = (t, Wu,..., Wm,t, /V,(1),..., N^f with Poisson

processes Ay having intensity Xj. Given an adapted càglàd process g(t)
with ii[supo<5</ g(s)2] = K < 00, we have that:

E sup
0<5</ \J0+

/ g(u
Jo+

)dX
J,U

<

U2K

AtK

ifj = 0,

if2<j <m + \,

2(AX, +X2t)t K else.

(3.44)

Proof. For j = 0 we can use the Holder inequality. We obtain

2"

sup
0<5<

( / g(u)du
t \Jo+ /

<E sup s

0<s<t J0+

/ g(u
Jo+

) du

J04
E[ sup g(s) ]du

0+ 0<s<t

<tzK.

If j > 0 we use Doob's maximal inequality (see for example [76, p. 12]). For

2 < j < zw + 1 this can directly be done, as fQs+ g(s)dXJjS is a martingale.
Hence

sup
o<5</ Vo+

/ g(u
Jo+

)dX
J,U

< A sup E

0<5</

= 4 sup E

0<5</

Jo+

r giu)2
Jo+

j,u

E[ sup g(s) ]du
10+ 0<s<t

<AtK.
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For j > zw + 1 we first transform the stochastic integral to a stochastic integral
with respect to the compensated Poisson process Nt. Using (a + b)2 < 2(a2 +
b2), Doob's maximal inequality and the results above yield:

E[ sup ( f g(u)dNl,j))2] = E[ sup ( f g(u)dNu +Xj f g(u)d
0<s<t J0+ 0<s<t J0+ J0+

( / g(u)du
Jo+

s)2]

< 2 [ E [ sup ( / g(u
0<s<t J0+

)dNu)2 + x) sup ( )2]
0<5</ J0+

< 2 ( 4 sup E[( f g(u)dNu)2] + X1t2K
t Jo+0<s<t

<2 [A sup /
\ o<5</Jo+

X,E[g(u)2]du + X,t2K

<2(AX,tK+Xlt1K).

D

This lemma now provides the necessary tool to estimate the uniform

mean-square error of the truncated stochastic Taylor expansion.

Proposition 3.46. Suppose that V a G Ak, /«(0, Xq) g Ma and that

fa(-,X.) G Ma With

E SUp \fa(t,Xt)Y
0<t<T

<
CiC2

l(a)+n(a)
(3.45)

for all a G ^B(Ayt). Then

E sup \f(s,Xs)-fk(s)Y
0<s<t

<C3
(C4t)k+\

Lj(*+l)U
(3.46)

for all t G [0, T\ Hence the truncated Itô-Taylor expansion (3.40) converges

uniformly to the Itô process f(t,Xt) in the mean-square sense on the interval

[o, n

Proof By recursive application of Lemma 3.45 one can show for a G £(Ak)

the following:

çd (a) +n (a) çd (a) ^ (a) +n (a)

E[ sup (Ia[fa(; X.)]s)2] <Ci^— 5

0<5</ m)
(*)
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for some constant C5 depending only on Xj and t. Now we can proceed in a

similar way as in the proof for the diffusion case in [62], namely

£[sup \f(s,Xs)-fk(s)\2] = E[suV I J2 Ia[fa(;X.)]s\2]
°^' °^'

az£(Ak)

<im+d+X)k J2 E[ sup (Ia[fa(; X.)]s)2].

Using (*) and the fact the 1(a) > (k + l)/2 for all a g £(Xk) finishes the

proof. D

Remark 3.47. As in [62] we could further prove the almost sure uniform con¬

vergence of the truncated stochastic Taylor expansion by an application of the

Borel-Cantelli lemma. We are interested in the case t and k small and hence

omit further details.



Chapter 4

Applications to the

Black-Scholes model

The most famous continuous-time model in finance is certainly the Black-

Scholes model, which is also known as the Black-Scholes-Merton or Samuel-

son model. This model consists in its most simple form oftwo financial assets.

The evolution of the two assets in the market are modeled by:

St=S0eMßt + aWt), (4.1)

Bt=B0exp(rt), (4.2)

where (Wt)t>o is a standard Brownian motion on some probability space

(Q, F, F, P) with filtration F = (!Ft)t>0 satisfying the usual assumptions.
The volatility a is positive and constant. Usually the process (St) models

some stock and (Bt) is some riskless (deterministic) asset with r being the

interest rate which is usually assumed positive.

Remark 4.1. Of course there are already many generalizations of this simple

model, but they pose no further principal difficulties for the problems we want

to address.

One reason for the success of the Black-Scholes model is certainly its an¬

alytical tractability. Furthermore the model is complete in the sense that every

contingent claim can be hedged by a replicating portfolio consisting of stock

S and the riskless asset B (see [14] and [63] for further details).

Despite this simplicity, there remain especially in risk management some

problems. Consider the d-dimensional analogue of (4.1). We are given d

67
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risk factors, whose evolution can be described by the d-dimensional stochastic

process St :

St = (Sifiexp(/xi^ + a\W\jt), , Sd,oexpQidt + adWd,t)) , (4.3)

and some riskless asset (73/) as in (4.2). The correlation matrix of the vec¬

tor (\ogiSui/Suo) of log-returns is given by p = ißij)i,j and Wt is a d-

dimensional Brownian motion not necessarily with independent components,

but each component has unit variance. From the assumptions it follows im¬

mediately that the covariance matrix of the log-returns can be written as £ =

(a,j) = (<Ji<Jjßij). The following examples show the difficulties a risk man¬

ager has to deal with.

Example 4.2. - Consider the case of a linear portfolio P, i.e. we are given

i^i)i=\, ,d IR^ such that Pt = ^2XiSij. Although we know the distribution

of each term, it is in general not possible to derive explicitly the distribution

of Pt, which is needed to calculate most risk measures.

- Consider the case of a portfolio with options. The non-linearity of the option

payoffs often makes it impossible to calculate the density function in such

cases.

The problems mentioned above can be solved by different means. One

way out is the already mentioned delta-gamma approximations (see Chapter
1 ). We give some more details concerning this method.

4.1 The delta-gamma approximation

We are interested in the distribution of the change in value of a portfolio P of

positions in assets and derivatives in the market consisting of the risky assets

iSt) and the riskless asset iBt) as above. We consider a fixed (short) time

horizon t. Typically we are interested in a one day, 5 or 10 days horizon.

Let ASht = (Sht — <S/,o) denote the change in the risk factor z during the time

interval [0, t] and APt = (Pt — Po) the change in the portfolio value.

The delta-gamma approximation uses a (deterministic) second order Taylor

expansion for the change in value of a portfolio, i.e. :

1
T

APt ^OAt + 8- ASt + -AS^TASt, (AA)

where 6 = %, 8, = g and rtJ = -^ are the "greeks" (see [49]), the

sensitivities of the portfolio with respect to time and asset prices. All partial
derivatives are evaluated at (0, So).
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The delta-gamma approximation uses one further approximation, namely it

assumes ASt ^ jV(frt, £0 with fi, = Suq(ii, +a2/2) and £ = (S^oSj^aij).

Remark 4.3. This approximation originates from the deterministic Taylor ex¬

pansion of the logarithm:

log(l + x) =x + o(x) for x l 0,

, ,
Sit

,

/,
,

Sit — Sio\ (Sij — Sio)
hence log— = log 1 + «

.

Si,o \ Sifi / o/;o

The fact, that the left hand side of the last equation is exactly normally dis¬

tributed is used to approximate the right hand side of the equation which is

equal to ShoASht. The relation between the true parameters /z, £ and the

parameters /z, £ are found again by a Taylor expansion, namely:

E[Sl,t-Sl,o]=Sl,o(eil'tE[e(T'w'>']-l)

=Slfi{ß,t + of/2?)+o(t),
Cov(S,,t, Sj,t) =SlfiSjfiplJolOjt + o(t).

There are many references for the delta-gamma approximation. Already
in [72] a "delta-plus" method can be found, further references are [ 1 ] and [56].
An excellent discussion is [28].

4.2 Stochastic Taylor approximations

We derive and simplify stochastic Taylor expansions in the Black-Scholes case

by Theorem 3.20. We start with the same model as above. By taking the

componentwise logarithm of the vector-valued process (4.3) we obtain:

Xt=(X,,t)f=i d=(\og^) ~JfQtt,Vt). (4.5)

T

1, ,d

T
As £ is symmetric and positive definite, we can write £ = CC

.

So we can

write the set of SDE's of (Xht) for z = 1,..., d as follows:

m

dXht =fi,dt + Y^ c,jdWJtt, (4.6)

7 = 1

where (Wt)t>o is a standard m-dimensional Brownian motion with m < d.
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Remark AA. Instead of starting with the covariance matrix £ we can start

directly with such a system of equations. In this case zw, the dimension of W,

can be either greater than d, i.e. we can have incomplete markets, or smaller

than d, in this case we have some redundant assets. The examples, we give

later, are of the type d = m. In this case we work in a complete market.

From the system of SDE's (4.6) we now immediately get the correspond¬

ing commutative differential operators:

d d 1
m

d2

L°=57 + 5:«57 + 5ji^^^i^- <47)
k=\ k,l=lj = l

d
d

L'=yckl—. (4.8)
ti dXk

We can also write down the set of SDE's for St = (Suoex,^t):

dS,tt =fi,S,ttdt + ycuShtdWjjt + ycucljShtdt
7=1 7=1

m

=(ßi + <Ttt/2)St,tdt + yclJSlJdWjj for/ = 1,.. .d. (4.9)

7 = 1

Instead of working with the differential operators for the X-process one can

also proceed with the differential operators coming from the ^-process:

d d m „9
9

l° =—+y(ßk+crkk/2)sk— + -
y ysksickjcij

dt f-f dsk 2 f-^ ^ dskdsi
'

k=\ k,l=l j = l

d
d

L1 = 7 SkCki .^ dsk

k=\
K

In fact these differential operators still commute. This has been used in [89]
to derive a crude form of a stochastic delta-gamma expansion. The differ¬

ential operators V evaluated in (0, So) give some linear combinations of the

aforementioned "greeks", whereas it is not a priori clear whether the differen¬

tial operators L1 have some relationships to the "greeks". As practitioners are

accustomed to work with the "greeks", one might think it more appropriate
to work with the S process. Of course, the chain rule of deterministic calcu¬

lus links the X-process to the "greeks" as the following considerations show.
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Given

F:R+xRJ^>]R+x]RJ -^> IR

(t,xi,...,xd)\—>(t,si,...,sd) \—> v

The differential operators U operate on the function /, whereas the operators

L1 operate on the function F. We consider partial derivatives of F = g o /,
where g(t, xx,...,xd) = (t, exp(xi),..., exp(xj)):

dF _df
~dt~ ~~dt

— =
x^^L^_

= 8
dx, j-< dsi dx,

d2F
= y^

d2f dgk dgi
y^

df d2gi
dxtdx, /-" dsidsk dx, dx, f-f dsi dxtdx,

J k,l=l J 1=1 J

=Yijggj +8,g,8,j.

The partial derivatives with respect to s result in the "deltas" and the "gam¬
mas" and the partial derivative with respect to t remains unchanged. These

calculations give the easy link between the X-operators and the "greeks".

Remark A.5. A similar approach as outlined in this section can also be found in

[18]. But the authors of the latter paper restrict themselves to the case of con¬

stant coefficients for the stochastic differential equations. Although we have

such a behaviour for the case of the Black-Scholes model, we discuss later an

example with non-constant coefficients (already the S has linear coefficients

but as shown this can be reduced to the constant case).

A general stochastic Taylor expansion for arbitrary hierarchical sets can

now be performed by Theorem 3.20 provided the necessary conditions hold.

The commutativity property of the differential operators and Proposition 3.19

suggest a specific procedure to simplify the form of the expansion. We re¬

call the definition of the equivalence relation on multi-indices introduced in

Chapter 3. We say that a, ß g M are equivalent, if 1(a) = l(ß) = I and

there exists a a g Si with a = (ßa{\), , ßa(i))- By [A] = A/^ we de¬

note the set of equivalence classes of a hierarchical set A, by [a] an element

of [A], and finally (a) = {a (a): a g S/} is the set of multi-indices gen¬

erated by a. Such a set corresponds to a permutation-invariant set of orders

h = #{j S I'- ®j = k}, k = 0,..., zw and we write I[a],t = l't° 'm
Note that

due to the commutativity property of the operators we have that F[a] = Fß for

any ß G [a].
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Definition 4.6. A permutation-invariant hierarchical set .A is a hierarchical

set such that A = {(a) : a g A], i.e. ifaeA and a ~ ß then ß e A.

Proposition 4.7. Given F : IR+ x IR^ —»- IR, awt/ a permutation-invariant
hierarchical set A such that the stochastic Taylor expansion holdsfor F with

the hierarchical set A. Then the expansion can be written as

F(t,Xt)= y F[a](0,X0)I[alt+ y Ia[Fa(;X.)]t. (4.10)

[a]e[<A] ae£(A)

Proof The proof is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.20, Proposition
3.19 and the commutativity of the operators (4.7) and (4.8):

F(0,Xt)=yialFa(0,Xo)]t+ y Ia[Fa(;X.)]t,

aeA a&3i(A)

but for all ß ~ a we have that Fa(0,Xo) = Fß(0,Xo). Hence

yiaiFa(o,xo)]t= y f[u](o,xo) y ia,t
a&A [a]e[<A] ûfe(a)

= 2^ F[a](0,Xo)I[ait,

the latter equality by Prop. 3.19. D

The following corollary describes the form of the stochastic Taylor ex¬

pansion for the permutation-invariant hierarchical sets Ak = {a g M: 1(a) +

n(a) < k).

Corollary 4.8. Given F : IR+ x IR^ —»- IR and k such that the stochastic

Taylor expansion (3.16) holds for F(t,Xt) with the hierarchical set Ak- The

stochastic Taylor expansion simplifies to:

k

F(t,xt) = y y f,0 ,m(o,xo)iit° im+ y /j^x.)],,

1=0 li0+J2in=l ae£(Ak)

where F,0 ,m(0,X0) = (\\m=Q(LJ)lJ)F(0, X0).

(4.11)

7 =

Proof One can easily check that

k

Ak = \J IJ K In,

yielding the result. D
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For some portfolios or for simulation purposes a quadratic expansion may

already be good enough. We call a stochastic Taylor expansion of the function

F with the hierarchical set A2 a stochastic delta-gamma approximation and

denote it by Fi. The form of the stochastic delta-gamma approximation can

further be simplified.

Proposition 4.9 (Stochastic delta-gamma approximation). Given afuncti¬
on F\t, Xt) such that the stochastic Taylor expansion holdsfor the hierarchi¬

cal set Ai- The stochastic delta-gamma approximation ofF can be written

as:

F2(t) =F(0, X0) + (6 + 8- S^t + ((CS)T8) Wt + \wjAWt, (4.12)

where S» = (Sh0fiu , Sd,oßd)T, Cs = (S,fic,j\j, A = (CS)TTCS +
(CS)TCS andCs = (8,c,j)hj. The "greeks" 0, 8 and F are defined above.

Proof From the form of the differential operators we can easily calculate the

coefficient functions Fa for a g A#. In the same way as on page 71 we rewrite

F as F = g o /. Recall that we have to evaluate the differential operators at

(0,X0):

r0r
dF J^ dF 1 A A d2F

k=\
K

k,i=\j=\
K '

<\_pd 1
d m

=— + y ßkhgk + 2^2] CkJClJ (YMgkgi + hgkhi)
k=\ k,l=\j = \

=6 + 8^-8 + -traceiiCs)TTCs) + -traceHCs)TCs),

Li
f\ 7—t Li

LlF=yCk,— = yck,8kgk = i8TCs),
k=\

Xk
k=\

LA
f,

7 7—1 LA

LIJF = y CkiCij-—— = y ck,cij(Ykigkgi + hgkhi)
ki=x

dxkdxi
ki=x

=({CS)TTCS + (Cs)TCs),j.

Now we take the representation of Proposition 4.7. We know that we have to

take all sequences z'o,..., im of nonnegative integers such that 2z'o + Ylz« < k.
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These are the following:

1) ij = 0, j = 0, ...,zw

2) 3 k, 0 < k < m with ik = 1, z'j = 0 for j ^ k

3) 3 k, 1 < k < m with ik = 2, ij = 0 for j ^ k

A) 3 k, I, 1 < k,l < m such that ik = 1, z'/ = 1, z'^ = 0 for j ^ k,l

Recall that trace(yl + y3)=trace(A)+trace(B). So we can finally write:

m

F2(t) =F(0, Xq) + F(0)(0, X0)t + y F(J)(0, X0)Iht
7 = 1

m
1

m

+ J2F0j)i°> xo) -iWj,t - t) + yF(u)(0,Xo) WlttWj,t
12

1

1 Y Y

J=l
A

'<J
A

--F(0, Xo) + (0 + SIX 8 + -trace(A))t + ((Csf 8) • Wt

1 1
m

+ -W[AWt--tyAn,
7 = 1

and hence we obtain the claimed form. D

One often has a quite accurate idea of the error of the expansion devel¬

oped in Proposition 4.9. As an example we consider the case of a Call option
with time to expiration T strictly bigger than t, the considered time horizon.

Proposition 4.10. Suppose we have a one-dimensional Black-Scholes model

as in (4.1) with parameters \x, a both positive. Let F(x,t) denote the value

ofa Call option at time t with expiration T > t. The stochastic delta-gamma

expansion F2 (t) holds and the mean squared error can be bounded by:

E[\F(t,Xt)-F2(t)\2]<Ct3. (4.13)

Proof. The value of the Call can be written as

C(x, t) =S0exN(di(x, t)) - e-r{T-f)KN(di(x, t) - oJf~^l),

(x + log(§0 + (r + a2/2) (71 - 0)
where d\(x,t)

a4r~^t

Tedious calculations show that \Fa(s, Xs)\2 < CeXs for all a g A2 U !B(A2),

and hence sup0<5</ E (\Fa(s,Xs)\2^ < c2e2flt+2a '. Therefore Proposition
3.22 holds.

""

D
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Remark 4.11. - Expansion 4.12 has a similar structure than the delta-gamma

approximation, but we are no longer forced to assume that the change in mar¬

ket rates is normally distributed. We can use the true distribution of the loga¬
rithmic returns of the market rates in the Black-Scholes model instead.

- To get to this easy form we strongly used the special form of the Black-

Scholes model namely we exploit the commutativity of the differential opera¬

tors and Proposition 3.19.

Glassermann et al. describe in two papers (see [42] and [43]) how im¬

portance sampling and stratified sampling can be used to improve simulation

techniques for VaR of portfolios based on the delta-gamma method. Because

of the similarities of the two approximations the use of the stochastic delta-

gamma method is straightforward in this context. We consider a similar exam¬

ple as in [43]. We test the performance of importance sampling based on the

stochastic delta-gamma approximation on a portfolio short ten at-the-money
Calls and five at-the-money Puts on ten assets; all assets having a half-year

maturity. The correlations and variances of the assets are chosen as those of

the first ten assets in Appendix B. The drift is neglected.
We estimate loss probabilities from lOO'OOO simulations with and without im¬

portance sampling after a time horizon of five days. The variance ratios are

estimates of the computational speed-up of importance sampling techniques
to the standard Monte-Carlo. Table 4.1 summarizes the performance. We

compare the estimates of the loss probabilities with an approximated proba¬

bility based on saddlepoint techniques applied to the stochastic delta-gamma
method. The variance ratios are of the same magnitude as reported in [43].
The saddlepoint method yields very good results compared to standard Mon¬

te-Carlo methods.

Saddlepoint method 0.501% 1.00% 5.02%

Monte-Carlo 0.474% 0.991% 4.95%

IS Monte-Carlo 0.497% 0.996% 4.98%

Variance ratio 47.0 27.2 7.32

Table 4.1: Comparison of variance reduction based on the stochastic

delta-gamma method. We compare estimates of loss probabilities from stan¬

dard Monte-Carlo techniques to importance sampling methods and saddle-

point methods.
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4.3 The cumulant generating function of the sto¬

chastic delta-gamma approximation

We do not only use stochastic Taylor expansions from a methodological point
of view, but we also want to show the numerical accuracy of saddlepoint ap¬

proximations in many examples. Therefore we have to calculate the cumulant

generating function of some stochastic Taylor expansions. We do this for the

stochastic delta-gamma approximation. For k > 2 we have that E[exp(0Wk)]
diverges for 0^0, therefore we know that the cumulant generating function

is in general not analytic in the origin for higher order expansions. We use the

following setup:

F(t, Wu,..., Wm,t) =(F,it, Wu,..., Wd,t)),=i, ,d,

where each F, has the form of a one-dimensional stochastic delta-gamma ex¬

pansion, i.e.

F, (t, Wt) =c, +v,-Wt+X- WjA, Wu
2

for some constants c,, m-dimensional vectors v, = (v,i,... ,v,m)T and sym¬

metric zw x zw matrices A,. An easy calculation gives us the cumulant gener¬

ating function of F. Denote c = (c\, ...,
Cd)T and vq = ^ 6, v,, then

E[e0F] =ee'cE

=e
e-c

exp(v0-Wt + ^ye,W[A,Wt

ïy^J '"J
,^tve-x + ±xT(I-tJ20,A,)xa-x

(2tzY

J)-c I I a^/tV0-x+ \xTÄx^x
T'2J '"J(271)

where we defined A = (H — t^6,A,). By the continuity of the determinant

and the fact that \A \q=q = 1 we know that there exists an open set U contain¬

ing the origin such that A is positive definite on this set U. Assuming 6 g U

we rewrite the last expression as:

E[e0-F]=fl_^\ /. f e^ve-x +^Àxdx
\a\ W/2 ; ;
\A\

(27iJ
ee-c

W\

e°'c

t i i
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because of the well-known form of the moment generating function of a nor¬

mal random vector with mean vector 0 and covariance matrix A~l. The above

function is well-defined, positive and finite on U and tends to oo for 6 tending
to the boundary of U. Taking the logarithm gives us the form of the cumulant

generating function

K(6)=6-c--\og\Ä\+ tvTeÄ-lve. (4.14)

The treatment of this function in high dimension may become rather involved.

The form of the function can be simplified, if we study univariate problems
such as risk management for a portfolio consisting of stocks and derivatives. In

this case we obtain, by the stochastic delta-gamma approximation, a function

of the form

F2(t) =c + v Wt + ]-WfAWt
2

for some m-dimensional Brownian motion, a symmetric zw x zw matrix A, an

m-dimensional vector v and a constant c. We investigate the behaviour of

the symmetric matrices A and A = (H — tOA). By spectral decomposition,
there exist not necessarily distinct real numbers Xi,... ,Xm and an orthogonal
matrix O, which diagonalises A, i.e. 0TAO = A where A is a diagonal
matrix with the X, 's on the diagonal. Therefore we have that:

0TÄO =0T(1 - t0A)O = 0T0 - tOOTAO

=(l-t6A).

Hence we can use the same matrix to diagonalise A and A and the eigenvalues
of A are 1 — tOX, for each eigenvalue X, of A. Define X = maxÀ, and À =

min X,. Finally, we can write the cumulant generating function in the one-

dimensional case as:

K(0) = 6c- ~y\og(\ -teX,) + te2vT0(l-t6A)-lOTv. (4.15)

The domain 0 of this function is given by:

0

By now various approximations have been discussed. In the following section

we examine the performance of these approximation on different examples
from finance.

p-°°'ar ifO< A. <X

]/X'°°[ if X < X < 0

l1- -r else.
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4.4 Numerical examples

This section is dedicated to the illustration of the performance of stochastic

delta-gamma approximations and their corresponding saddlepoint approxima¬
tions. We start with data sets of daily log returns of 18 German stocks and

the DAX in the period from 02.01.73 to 23.07.96. The data sets were kindly

provided by Alexander McNeil. From these data sets we estimate the drifts

and the covariance matrix. The estimation is done by the standard S-Plus pro¬

cedures. The estimated annual drifts \i,, volatilities a, and correlation matrix

p can be found in Appendix B. We will not perform any data analysis. We

only work with a covariance matrix estimated from data for convenience. We

are aware of the fact, that the normal assumption of the log-returns is rejected
for most statistical tests for similar data sets. Yet we want to examine the per¬

formance of our methodology in a "true" Black-Scholes market.

The covariance matrix is put into (4.5) to form a nineteen-dimensional

process, each component describing the evolution of some financial asset.

Therefore we work with a 19 dimensional process Xt ~ JS(ßt, Yt) and the

corresponding 19-dimensional process of stocks St = (So exp(X,jt)). From

these assets we form different "portfolios", where we assume that all assets

start at 5b = 100 and the continuously compounded interest rate is 5% per

year of 250 trading days. We examine linear portfolios, portfolios with stan¬

dard call and put options and exchange options, which give the holder the right
to exchange one stock for the other after some time period T. The different

portfolios are scaled for a better comparison, i.e. we assume that from each

portfolio we have a portion it, such that the value at time 0 is equal to 100.

Portfolio z depends on stock z with the exception ofportfolios 17 and 18 which

depend on stock 17 and 18 and stock 18 and 19 respectively. Table 4.2 shows

18 different portfolios with their corresponding parameters and weights.
For the following we denote the value of portfolio z after time t by F, (t, Xt).

4.4.1 Univariate examples

We start with the investigation of univariate problems. First we study the per¬

formance of the stochastic delta-gamma method and compare the results with

the standard delta-gamma method. For this task we simulate 105263 outcomes

w, (L2'000/000/19J = 105263) of the random vector W ~ «/V(0, H) and com¬

pare the changes in the portfolio values with the changes approximated by
the delta-gamma method (4.4) and the approximation by the stochastic delta-

gamma method (4.12) for t = 1, 5, 10 days for each w,, i.e. we have the
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No. Type Parameters Weights

1 linear 1.0

2 linear 1.0

3 ITM call Ki, T2 10.2

4 ATM call Ki, T2 13.7

5 OTM call K3, T2 20.2

6 OTM call K4, T2 26.5

7 spread long call K2, short call K3, T2 43.6

8 spread long call K2, short call K\, T2 24.7

9 delta-hedged long 8S9 short call K2, T2 1.9

10 delta-hedged long 8S10 short call K3, T2 2.5

11 ITM call KU T\ 16.6

12 ATM call K2, Ti 34.1

13 OTM call K3, Ti 52.8

14 spread long call K2, short call K\, Ti 34.7

15 delta-hedged long call K2, short -^ put K2 6.3

16 delta-hedged long call K3, short g-^y put K3 9.4

17 exchange option stock 18 for stock 17 at Ti 37.5

18 exchange option stock 19 for stock 18 at T2 14.5

Table 4.2: Portfolio examples in the Black-Scholes case. The parame¬

ters take the following values: Ki = 95, K2 = 100, K3 = 105,

K4 = 110, Ti = 25/250, T2 = 125/250.

following three quantities: AF,(t,Xt) = F,(t,Xt) - F,(0,Xq), AFh2(t) =

Fhi(t) - F, (0, Xq) from (4.12) and AP,,, as in (4.4) for z = 1 18. We

write Yl = I AP,,2(0 - AF, (t, Xt)\ and Zl = | AP,,, - AP, (t, Xt)\ resulting
in 105263 realisations yk and Zk, where we omitted the superscript z.

Remark A. 12. We use the same random numbers for F,(t,Xt), Fu2(t) and

P,,,. For F,(t,Xt) and Fu2(t) we use the 19-dimensional standard normal

vector W to calculate X, = \it + CWt, where CCT = £ and Put uses

ASut ^ [itt + Suo(CWt), as outlined in Section 4.3.

To check the accuracy ofthe stochastic delta-gamma approximation com¬

pared to the accuracy of the delta-gamma method we use the following mea¬

sures:

Hyk
mr=——,

l^Zk
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Hiyk-y)2
vr =

Hizk-z)2

The quotient of the mean absolute errors (mr) quantifies the reduction of the

error in the location, whereas the quotient of the empirical variances of the

mean absolute error (vr) measures the improvement in terms ofvariance ofthe

stochastic delta-gamma approximation with respect to the error of the delta-

gamma method. Table 4.3 gives a summary of the difference between the two

methods. The table shows that in the case of linear portfolios and in the case of

portfolios that can reasonably be approximated by a quadratic approximation,
we have a big improvement in terms of mean absolute error and in terms of

variance of mean absolute error, i.e. the stochastic delta-gamma approxima¬
tion is much closer to the exact result than the delta-gamma method in terms

of the mean and the variance. Especially for the two linear portfolios and the

different call options with the longer time horizon, but also for the exchange

option with longer time horizon, the improvement is substantial. For the first

four portfolios the absolute difference is for all 105263 trials smaller for the

stochastic delta-gamma method, for portfolios five and six it decreases to 99%

for ten days. An improvement up to a time horizon of ten days can also be

seen for the spread with the longer time horizon.

If we compare (4.4) and (4.12) we see that the big difference lies in the

quadratic term, which includes a delta-term in the stochastic case. For the

delta-hedged portfolios 9, 10, 15, 16, the delta is equal to zero and the two

methods coincide up to some terms of smaller order which is reflected in the

numbers in Table 4.3. It is also no surprise that the improvement for options
with the smaller time to maturity is less pronounced and diminishes further

for bigger time horizons. Figure 4.1 shows that no quadratic approximation
can approximate a spread with short time to expiration very well, because it

simply is far from quadratic. It should be stressed that the considered time

horizon of 10 days is not much smaller than the expiration of the options with

the smaller time horizon Pi = 25 days.

We do not only want to compare the two delta-gamma methods with each

other. We also want to show that we can use saddlepoint approximations to

approximate different quantities, namely we compare approximated quantiles
and tail conditional expectation with the results from exact calculations. The

two exchange options are treated in the next subsection. For all the other

portfolios it is straightforward to calculate quantiles and tail conditional ex¬

pectations exactly by applying the transformation formula for densities. The

first 16 portfolios are all monotonically increasing with respect to the under-
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No. t=l day t=5 days t=10 days
mr vr mr vr mr vr

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

88.5

112.

35.8

112.

26.1

27.0

8.0

8.89

0.97

1.0

7.69

21.5

1.44

2.85

0.98

1.01

7.65

20.3

730.

2350.

512.

1690.

88.1

14.3

17.6

32.5

0.96

0.98

10.3

83.9

2.21

3.78

0.97

0.99

32.1

254.

39.6

50.0

15.8

36.4

11.2

11.7

3.49

3.91

0.98

1.0

3.27

4.15

1.10

1.34

0.98

1.01

2.30

8.72

149.

486.

100.

258.

18.6

3.92

4.98

7.91

0.97

0.98

3.76

5.73

1.23

1.76

0.97

0.99

4.20

49.3

28.0

35.4

11.1

20.0

7.55

8.06

2.43

2.72

0.98

1.0

2.17

1.93

1.06

1.16

0.98

1.01

1.48

5.87

75.2

244.

49.4

100.

9.97

2.64

3.41

4.85

0.97

0.98

3.12

2.82

1.09

1.28

0.97

0.99

1.95

24.0

Table 4.3: Summary of the performance of the stochastic delta-gamma
method. We compare the ratio ofthe mean and variance ofthe absolute differ¬
ence ofthe delta-gamma method and the exact calculations and the stochastic

delta-gamma method and the exact calculations.

lying normal random variable with the exception of portfolios 9, 10, 15 and

16, which are either concave (9 and 10) or convex (15 and 16). We denote

the exact quantiles by qa, the Lugannani-Rice quantiles based on a stochastic

delta-gamma approximation are denoted by qaR and the exact quantiles for the

delta-gamma method are denoted by qj. We examine the quantiles for levels

m the set X = {0.5%, 1%, 2%, 5%, 95%, 98%, 99%, 99.5%} and the cor¬

responding upper quantiles. We use the following measures to summarize the

accuracy of the combined saddlepoint-stochastic Taylor expansion method:

mpre = 100 max \ —— — : a, e £

I la,
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/AF13,2<")

Figure 4.1: Change in valuefor a weighted spread (portfolio 13) with respect

to the value ofa standard normal n over a horizon of10 days.

ma =median
\<i£ qa

\qLR
a. qa

a, e X

Table 4.4 shows the results for the quantiles. The delta-hedged portfolios are

excluded for the following reasons: The stochastic delta-gamma approxima¬
tion and the delta-gamma approximation nearly coincide in the case of delta-

hedged portfolios, and they have the form of a translated chi-square distribu¬

tion. The saddlepoint quantile nearly coincides with the exact quantile on the

unbounded side of the distribution and the relative error with respect to the

exact quantile is of a similar form as in the table below. Unfortunately a nu¬

merical search for a quantile on the short end is not very stable.

If we study Table 4.4, we see an excellent performance of this com¬

bined stochastic Taylor and saddlepoint technique for the first four portfo¬
lios. We can again observe that a quadratic approximation does not work well

for spreads on a short time horizon (portfolios 13 and 14). It is however re¬

markable that the saddlepoint approximation of the stochastic delta-gamma
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No. t=l day t=5 days t=10 days

mpre ma mpre ma mpre ma

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

11

12

13

14

0.08

0.04

0.09

0.05

0.23

0.62

0.47

0.43

0.58

0.21

2.25

1.46

19.1

35.1

36.8

36.9

10.8

3.78

6.16

9.59

4.83

15.1

1.86

2.61

0.37

0.17

0.38

0.34

1.37

3.63

2.37

2.19

3.49

2.56

13.1

7.94

8.89

16.4

17.5

17.0

5.07

1.80

2.73

4.05

2.24

4.15

1.38

1.72

0.74

0.35

0.73

0.83

3.17

8.27

4.91

4.55

8.35

2.74

29.7

19.2

6.51

11.8

13.1

12.1

3.69

1.31

2.20

2.84

1.82

3.49

1.28

1.52

Table 4.4: Comparison of the approximated and the exact quantiles for dif¬

ferentportfolios.

approximation gives better results for all the examined portfolios compared to

the exact quantiles of the delta-gamma approximation.

Besides the approximation of quantiles by saddlepoint techniques, we

also want to approximate TCEa for the levels above. As in the case of the

quantiles we do not calculate the tail conditional expectation of the deriva¬

tives itself, we use the stochastic delta-gamma approximation instead. Then

we apply Formula (2.37) to the portfolios 1-8 and 11-14. We calculate the

saddlepoint approximation of the TCEa for the quantiles specified above. We

compare this to the exact value and calculate the maximal absolute relative

error. Furthermore we calculate the exact value of the TCEa for the delta-

gamma approximation. Table 4.5 gives the same quantities as Table 4.4 but in

the case of tail conditional expectation. The outcome is similar to that of the

quantiles, i.e. we observe an excellent performance for the first four portfo¬
lios and a good performance for the other portfolios with the exception of the

spreads on a short time horizon (portfolios 13 and 14).
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No. t=l day t=5 days t=10 days

mpre ma mpre ma mpre ma

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

11

12

13

14

0.08

0.04

0.04

0.09

0.35

0.87

0.73

0.68

0.94

0.45

3.36

2.37

22.1

38.5

84.8

32.6

7.82

3.0

3.68

4.96

3.02

14.7

1.05

1.65

0.41

0.20

0.25

0.63

2.22

5.26

3.71

3.51

5.26

4.94

18.9

13.7

10.1

17.8

34.3

16.6

3.94

1.36

1.78

2.66

1.29

1.79

1.05

1.22

0.82

0.40

0.54

1.65

5.35

11.8

7.65

7.28

11.5

3.58

43.9

32.5

7.14

12.6

19.5

11.9

2.82

1.05

1.24

1.84

1.07

3.30

1.06

1.24

Table 4.5: Comparison of the approximated and the exact TCEfor different

portfolios.

4.4.2 Multivariate results

We conclude this chapter by comparing multivariate results of different kinds.

First we examine the performance ofthe saddlepoint approximation in the case

of portfolios dependent on more than one stock. We start with the exchange

option with the longer time to maturity (portfolio 18). We calculate the ap¬

proximative quantile qhR of the stochastic delta-gamma expansion calculated

with the Lugannani-Rice formula (2.30). Then we evaluate the shortfall prob¬

ability pa, = P[APi8(p Xt) < qaR] for the same levels a, as before, i.e. 0.5%,

1%), 2% and 5% and the corresponding upper quantiles. We then calculate the

percentage relative errors 100(a,- — pa,)/Pa,
Table 4.6 shows the percentage relative errors for the levels bigger than 1/2,
which always exceed the relative error for the corresponding lower levels in

this example. The table shows an excellent performance for a one day horizon.

The performance for the five day horizon still seems good enough. The result

deteriorates with growing time horizon. For a level a = 0.005 we should no

longer use it for the ten day horizon.

Next we consider the sum of the first eight weighted portfolios. We com¬

pare the results from the stochastic delta-gamma approximation with results

from simulations. To check the goodness of fit of the stochastic delta-gamma
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0.995 0.99 0.98 0.95

1 day -1.75 - 0.934 - 0.505 -0.212

5 days -5.94 -3.30 -1.67 - 0.563

10 days -14.2 -7.61 -3.49 - 0.927

Table 4.6: Percentage relative errorfor the shortfall probabilities in the case

ofthe exchange option with longer time to maturity.

approximation we consider the mean absolute distance of the stochastic delta-

gamma approximation to the results from the exact simulation and the same

distance to the standard delta-gamma method. These measures are described

in the univariate case (see page 79). Table 4.7 summarizes the results. As in

the univariate examples we see a remarkable improvement for the stochastic

delta-gamma method.

mean abs. distance mr variance vr

1 day 0.038 36.1 0.0023 80.1

10 days 1.23 11.1 1.52 9.7

Table 4.7: Comparison of the stochastic delta-gamma and the delta-gamma
methodfor the sum ofthefirst eightportfolios. We compare the mean absolute

distance of the simulations for the exact portfolio to the two approximations
and the empirical variance.

Furthermore we compare the approximated quantiles of the stochastic delta-

gamma approximation q^- with the empirical quantiles of the exact change

in value qa, and the empirical quantiles of the delta-gamma method qjt for

250'000 simulations. As in the univariate case we calculate the maximal per¬

centage error mpre= 100max|^R —qa\/qa- Themedianof {\qj, —qa, \/\quR~

qa, | : a, e X} is listed under ma in Table 4.8. The accuracy of the quantiles of

the stochastic delta-gamma method approximated by saddlepoint techniques
still outperforms the quantiles calculated by the delta-gamma approximation.

The accuracy of the saddlepoint approximation is further checked with

the values from different test statistics, namely a simple chi-square test and

a Mean Square Error (MSE) based test outlined in Appendix C for 250'000

simulations. For the chi-square test we compare the expected frequency of the
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t=l day t=5 days t=10 days

mpre ma mpre ma mpre ma

0.65 5.2 0.97 6.8 1.4 6.3

Table 4.8: Comparison ofthe quantilesfor the sum ofthefirst eightportfolios.

saddlepoint approximation with the observed frequency from the simulations

for a partition of 500 classes for each case. For the MSE based test we com¬

pare the saddlepoint approximation with a non-parametric density estimation

of the simulations as outlined in Appendix C. For each test statistics we cal¬

culate the k such that t = ß + ka, where t is the value of the statistic, /x and a

the corresponding mean and standard deviation of the test statistic. Then we

calculate the same quantities for the delta-gamma approximation comparing
the exact results to a non-parametric density estimation of the delta-gamma
method. On a 1 day horizon we get /c-values of 0.82 for the chi-square statis¬

tic and -1.46 for the MSE statistic for the saddlepoint approximation of the

stochastic delta-gamma approximation. The corresponding /c-values for the

delta-gamma approximation are 10.5 and 2.97 respectively. On a 10 day hori¬

zon the /c-values for the stochastic delta-gamma approximation are 2.57 and

3.53, for the delta-gamma method 78.2 and 50.8.

The comparison of the k values for the two different test statistics again shows

that the stochastic delta-gamma approximation outperforms the delta-gamma

approximation even if we use the saddlepoint approximation to calculate the

distribution of the stochastic delta-gamma approximation. The fact that we

use the same random numbers to generate the outcomes of the delta-gamma

approximation and the change in value of the true portfolio highlights the im¬

provement.

The last example deals with a four-dimensional stochastic delta-gamma

approximation. The random vector Y denotes the change in value for the

first four portfolios above after a time horizon of t days. The correspond¬

ing stochastic delta-gamma approximation is denoted by Z^ and the delta-

gamma approximation by Z^. Hence we have

Y=(AFi(t,Xt),...,AFA(t,Xt)),

Z«=(APu(0,...,AP4,2(0),

Z(2)=(APU,...,AP4,,).

We can think of four different lines of business, which we want to consider
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with their dependences or four different traders which want to combine their

actions. The accuracy of the stochastic delta-gamma method is measured by
the mean Euclidean distance of 500'000 simulations and the variance of the

Euclidean distance. We compare the distance of the stochastic delta-gamma

approximation to the exact result with the distance of the the delta-gamma

approximation to the exact result for a one and a ten day horizon, i.e. we

calculate

1
n

mean Ed =- V" \\yk - zil) \\2,
n
^-^

k=\

..
£2=i litt -

ratio =

ELi Wn -

et2)
n

-zk lb

-z(1)lb'

Zk I'2

-42,»2-
:

£2=1 (litt" -\\y-zmh?

£Li (litt¬-Vh--Wy-^h)1

Figure 4.2 shows the histograms for the Euclidean distance of the two ap¬

proximations to the exact values. Nearly all the Euclidean distances for the

stochastic delta-gamma method are smaller than 0.5, whereas the Euclidean

distances for the delta-gamma approximation are all bigger than 1.8. It can be

clearly seen that the delta-gamma method exhibits a systematic error which is

much smaller in the case of the stochastic delta-gamma approximation. Table

4.9 strengthen this claim by showing the corresponding mean distances and

the empirical variance.

mean Ed ratio variance ratio

1 day
10 days

.007

.23

42.2

12.5

1.6- 10"6

.02

805

63.7

Table 4.9: Comparison of mean Euclidean distance (Ed) and its empirical
variance ofthe stochastic delta-gamma and delta-gamma methodfor a multi¬

variate portfolio to the exact results.

Unfortunately it is less clear how we can show the accuracy of the four-

dimensional saddlepoint approximation. We do this in the following way. We

simulate 500'000 times the change in value of the four-dimensional portfolio.
Then we make a grid on IR4 and calculate the saddlepoint approximation ofthe

stochastic delta-gamma approximation on these grid points. We count the fre¬

quency of the simulation for the change of value of the portfolio for the cubes
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Rel Freq

01-

0 05-

Stoch. delta-gamma
Rel Freq

01

0 04

0 02

05 1 15

Euclidean distance

Delta-gamma

2 4 6 8 10

Euclidean distance

Figure 4.2: Comparison ofthe relativefrequencies ofthe Euclidean distance

ofthe approximations to the exact valuesfor a time horizon often days.

spanned by these grid points and calculate the relative error of the expected

frequencies for the saddlepoint approximation to the observed frequencies.
There is a trade off between the accuracy for the expected frequencies which

we calculate by simply averaging the value at the 16 vertices and the strong

stochastic fluctuation if we choose the cubes too small. We do not cover the

whole IR4 but only a part of it. Of course this is an ad-hoc procedure which

could certainly be improved. Table 4.10 summarizes the results.

No of cubes median rel error max rel error max exp rel freq /cube

1 day
10 days

192

400

8.3%

17%

37%

83%

.26%

.21%

Table 4.10: Accuracy of the saddlepoint approximation for a multivariate

portfolio. We compare observedfrequency with the expectedfrequencyfrom
the saddlepoint approximation.



Chapter 5

Applications to general
diffusion models

In the previous chapter we studied the case of the rather simple Black-Scholes

model. But many more diffusion models are used in finance. Theorem 3.20

shows how to deal with functions of general diffusion processes as long as the

considered functions are sufficiently well-behaved. But how far we can we

push the saddlepoint approximation in a more general framework? Variants

of Levy's stochastic area formula are the key to this question. This chapter is

organised as follows.

In the first section we derive the stochastic delta-gamma approximation for

general diffusion processes. This derivation follows straightforwardly from

the results in Chapter 3. Then we present Levy's stochastic area formula and

some generalisations. These results are used to calculate the cumulant gener¬

ating function for the stochastic delta-gamma expansion of general diffusion

models. Finally we exploit the results from the first two sections to deal with

a stochastic volatility model. As in the Black-Scholes case we consider two

different risk measures and show the accuracy of a saddlepoint approximation
of a stochastic Taylor expansion.

89
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5.1 The stochastic delta-gamma expansion for ge¬

neral diffusion models

We remind the reader of the underlying d-dimensional diffusion process X we

are interested in:

Xt = Xq + f a(s,Xs)ds+ f b(s,Xs)dWs,
Jo Jo

with a,(t,x), b,j(t,x) Borel measurable functions satisfying some smooth¬

ness and growth conditions (see (3.2)), an m-dimensional Brownian motion

and some real d-dimensional vector Xq. As in the case of the Black-Scholes

model, we use as hierarchical set A2 and call the truncated stochastic Tay¬
lor expansion for this particular set the stochastic delta-gamma expansion.
This corresponds to the Milstein scheme, which is used for simulation pur¬

poses (see [62]), but in the case of risk management applications, our termi¬

nology seems more reasonable. Although Theorem 3.20 in principle solves

the problem we write the stochastic delta-gamma method in a different form

which simplifies the calculation of the saddlepoint approximation. Set /, =

Llf(0,X0) and fij = L^f(0,X0) fori, j = 0,\,...,m.

Proposition 5.1. Given a diffusionprocess X as above and f: R+xIR —»- IR

such that the stochastic Taylor expansion holds for the hierarchical set A2.

The truncated stochastic Taylor expansion f2(t) (the stochastic delta-gamma

expansion) can be written as:

f2(t)=c0+ci-Wt + -W[rWt+ f (AWs)-dWs, (5.1)
Jo

1

2

where c0 = f(0, X0) + (/o - £ f„/2)t, Q = (/1,..., fm)T, T = ((fij +

fjt)/2)tJ andfinally A = ((fJt - ftJ)/2)tJ.

Proof. From Theorem 3.20 we obtain:

f2(t)= y IalfaiO, Xo)]

«eA2

m d

=f(o,x0)+fot+yfii(l),t + y fijk,j),t
i=\ i,j=\

.
d

=co + ci • W,,t + 2^2^" Wlt + Jltf'jh'j)^ + fjil(j,i),t)- (*)

l=\ KJ
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With the help of the integration by parts formula, we can easily verify the

following identity:

1 1

I(j,,),t =-W,jWjj - -(I(,,j),t - I(j,,),t).

We then put this expression and the corresponding form for I(j,i),t into (*)
which leads to:

1
d

f2(t)=co + ci.W,,t + -yf„W2t
1=1

+ \ E^i + fp)w^Wj,t + \(fP - fuKhj^t - h,j),t)
KJ

1
m

f + f
=c0 + ci W,j + - y Ju

2Jj'W,jWjj
l,J=\

m .

+ E -jif]l ~ f'jWO'OS ~ k,j),t),
KJ

which proves the proposition. D

Remark 5.2. If the differential operators U commute, as in the Black-Scholes

case, the term with the stochastic integral in (5.1 ) drops out, because the matrix

A = 0. The matrix F is symmetric and the matrix A is skew-symmetric, i.e.

AT = —A. The properties of symmetric matrices are well-known. Some

properties of skew symmetric matrices are found in Appendix E.

Formula (5.1) shows how to calculate the stochastic delta-gamma expan¬

sion in the general diffusion case. The next task is to calculate its cumulant

generating function.

5.2 Variants on Levy's stochastic area formula

This section deals with variants of Levy's stochastic area formula. The major

problem in calculating the cumulant generating function of (5.1) above is cer¬

tainly the term with the stochastic integral. In two dimensions this term can

be written as X f(WhSdWj,s —Wj,sdWhS). The characteristic function of this

expression has been calculated in [64] and is a possible key to the solution of

the problem in higher dimensions. For completeness we give a proof of the

result. We follow quite closely the proof in [93].
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Lemma 5.3. Let Wt be a two-dimensional standardBrownian motion starting
at 0 and denote G = {W\a = x, W2^i = y). For all b e] — ti, tt[ we obtain:

E \ebfoiwhudW2,u-W2,udWhu)\G~\ =
rx2+y2

sin/3
_e(^-)(l-bcotb)^ (5.2)

Proof. From the properties of Brownian motion we have that:

jw^äw^-w^äw^lfwl.äw^-w^äwl,.

because

where (Z^)) = 0[wl) and O some orthogonal transformation. This holds,

fw,u dW2,u ~ Wru dWi
'U~J

(AWu)-dWu,

for A
0 -1

1 0
andOr^O = A.

On the other hand the law of (^) is invariant under all orthogonal transfor¬

mations. Because of these two remarks we have that

E ^eb^(whudw2,u-w2,udwhu)^Wii=xW2i=yj =

E lebf0\whudw2,u-w2,udwhu)\w^+w^=x2+y2~\

We are now considering the following three processes

Pt=^W2t + W2t,

.l WhudWhu + W2,udW2,u

Pu

1
Wi,udW2,u-W2,udWi,u

Pu
Yt

i;

L
By inspection of the quadratic variations and the quadratic covariation of ß
and y, we see that ß and y are one-dimensional orthogonal Brownian motions.

By [92] we know that the natural filtrations of the processes ß and p coincide

and conclude that p is independent of y. Denote B = {W21 + W\ l
= x2+y2},
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then

E \ebIo(whudW2iU-W2iUdWhu)\ß\ _E \ebJQ pudyu\pi _ J

=E\e~hi & tidu\pi =p

b À^+iL){i_bcotb)

sin/3
-ey 2

The first two equalities follow from the remarks above, where p = ^Jx2 + y2,
while the last follows from the fact that we are dealing with a Bessel bridge
and so we can apply Corollary 3.3 from [78, p. 430]. D

The following lemma solves the problem in higher dimensions by reduc¬

ing it to the two-dimensional problem.

Lemma 5.4. Given an m-dimensional Brownian motion Wt and a skew sym¬

metric m x m matrix A ^ 0 with 2d non-zero eigenvalues, then we have that:

f
Jo

E[exp(0 I (AWS) dWs)\Wt = x] =

for all 6 e] — tu/é-, tz/^[, where h, = max{|£, | : z = 1,..., d}, x = 0Tx and

O, (î~,) are calculated as in Appendix E.

Proof. There exists an orthogonal matrix O such that 0TAO = S, where S

is a matrix build of two-dimensional skew symmetric matrices with parameter

£,, (for details see for example Appendix E). Therefore we can write

E{(fiSl(Aw.)Jw.Wt =x] = E[eef<(OEorws).dwslW(=x] =

E[eef^EO^ws).d(0^ws)lWt=x] = E[eef<(Ews)-dwslWt = 0tx] =

Ff E[ee^ J^w2i-udw2hS-w2hSdw2,_u)\Wt = qTx^
i=i

The claim now follows simply by substituting (5.2) for the d independent
factors above. D
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Remark 5.5. We use the two-dimensional result for the proof of the corre¬

sponding higher dimensional results. The task can also be solved directly by
different methods (see [40] and [57]).

Example 5.6. Given Wt a three-dimensional Brownian motion. In [94] one

can find the following formula. For every i £ R3j R3 with | x I = 1 and

every X e IR, we have that:

E[elXX'f>°*dw°\Wi=x] = -^—eW(lxl2 ~(X'X)2
(I -XcothX))

,

smhÀ \ 2 /

where u x v denotes the usual crossproduct oftwo vectors u, v. This equation

easily follows from (5.3). For this special case £ = 1 and |Orx|2 = \x\2 and

therefore x2 + x2 = \x\2 — x2. But the eigenvector to the eigenvalue 0 takes

the simple form (xi, Xi, X3) and therefore x2 = (x • x)2.

Proposition 5.4 now helps us to determine the cumulant generating func¬

tion of the stochastic delta-gamma approximation for general diffusion pro¬

cesses.

Proposition 5.7. Given X and f such that Proposition 5.1 holds. Assume that

the matrix A in (5.1) has 2d non-zero eigenvalues. Then there exists an open

interval U containing zero such that the cumulant generatingfunction of(5.1)
exists in U and takes thefollowingform:

K(0) =loeE[exp(0f2(t))]

A, / ÇtOt \ log is-11 e2
T , x

=0co +Vlogl— — - + —cfSci, (5.4)

where ci = (fi, • • •

, fm), S-1 = H — OAOT — 6tT and the orthogonal
matrix O and the vector £ are calculated according to Appendix E, A =

Diag((£f//2i0f cot(£|-,/2"|0O)/=i, W, 0).

Proof. The proof is carried out by first conditioning on the set {Wt = x} and

using Lemma 5.4. Then we have to integrate and finally use the well-known

form of the moment generating function of a normal random variable (the
constant term cq is left out).

E[e0/2(O] =E[ecvWt+±wfrwt+ti(Aws)-dws]

/
|x|2

eecvX+e/2XrrXE[eef<(Aws).dws]W =
x]±J_dx

R (2Tt)ml2
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d

(55=3)c f eÖcvx+e/2xTTx TT Z2-^2' (l-Ç,0tœtÇ,0t)e-l£dx
,IR;

> = l

JlR

78cvx-±xT (I-OAOT -etY)xjjX (II— U1\U —VII
)xjy

(2Tt)ml2
JUm

W_ç_ Vl^î

/• ^-x-^I^x^
JlR

vis-1!

J\^T\ (2TT)/2 m»

For (*) we need that the symmetric matrix E_1 = (H — OAOT — OtT) is

positive definite. The matrix E_1 fulfills E_1|e=o = II and E_1 is contin¬

uously depending on 6, therefore there exists an open set U containing zero

such that E_1 is positive definite, in particular E_1 can be inverted and the

claim follows. D

The multivariate version of Proposition 5.7 is proved in the same way as

the univariate case.

Corollary 5.8. Given X and f(t, Xt) = (f\ (t, Xt), ..., fd(t, Xt)) with val¬

ues in IR such that Proposition 5.1 holdsfor each component f (t, Xt). Then

there exists an open set U containing zero such that the cumulant generating

function of (5.1) exists in U and takes thefollowingform:

4^ 4^ ( Hit \ loglE"1! l
r~

where ci = YJ^ci, f = VJ$,r,, E_1 = H — OAOJ—tF andthe orthogonal
matrix O and the vector £ are calculated according to Appendix E for the

skew-symmetric matrix A = VJ 6, A,. The positive integer 2d denotes the

non-zero eigenvalues ofA.

Remark 5.9. The resulting function in the general multivariate case is much

more complicated than the univariate function (5.4). For each 6 one has to

calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A = YJ 0, A,. For actual com¬

putations this may become very time-consuming.

5.3 Applications to a Stochastic Volatility model

One field of application for the outlined methodology are continuous-time

stochastic volatility models (SV-models) as proposed in [50] or more generally
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in [48]. The evolution of some financial asset (stock price) in these models is

described by the following two-dimensional SDE:

dSt =a(t, St, vt)Stdt + a(t, St, vt)StdWijt, (5.6)

dvt =b(t, St, vt)dt + ï]i (t, St, vt)dWij + mit, St, vt)dW2j, (5.7)

where Wi and W2 are two independent standard Brownian motions on some

probability space (Q, F, P). The filtration (!Ft)t>o is the augmented filtra¬

tion generated by the Brownian motions. The different components of these

two equations have to fulfill several restrictions in order to have existence and

uniqueness of the solution. These conditions can be looked up in [38] or [48],
the former gives an excellent overview over previously discussed stochastic

volatility models and related models.

Although SV-models seem to better fit real-world situations as compared to

the standard Black-Scholes model, they have one major drawback, they are

analytically less tractable. We avoid time-consuming simulations by the de¬

scribed approximations. We use a stochastic delta-gamma expansion to ap¬

proximate the marginals of the SV-models to ensure existence of the cumulant

generating function and to improve analytical tractability. Unfortunately this

procedure restricts the applicability of the methodology since the stochastic

Taylor expansion may only be accurate for short time-horizons.

We consider a Hull-White type model discussed in [50] as a key example:

dSt =iiStdt + St4VtdWu, (5.8)

dvt =y(a — vt) dt + 8pvt dWiit + 8J\ - p2vt dW2it, (5.9)

where —1 < p < 1 and So, vo, 8, y, a, e R+. The process St models some

stock price and the process vt its instantaneous variance. We include correla¬

tion between the components and a mean-reversion term in the variance. The

processes St and vt stay positive almost surely, so we can take the logarithm
in both components and use the Itô formula (see also [63]). This procedure,

although not necessary, simplifies both the stochastic Taylor expansion and

the saddlepoint approximation. Let Rt = iogSt and Ut = logu/, then we

have the following form for the SDE of (Rt ,Ut):

dRt =(fi - - exp(Ut))dt + exp(Ut/2)dWu, (5.10)

dUt =(y(ae~Ut - 1) - 82/2) dt + 8p dWu + 8yj\ - p2 dW2,t. (5.11)
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The functions considered for the stochastic Taylor expansion are f\ (r, u) = r

and f2(r, u) = u. From (3.20) we can easily compute the stochastic delta-

gamma approximation of this two-dimensional SDE, i.e. the stochastic Taylor

expansion for the hierarchical set T2. We obtain:

/i,2(0 = log So + (fi- y)f + Jv~oWu + h-j4^oiW2u - t)

+
8y/ï p-

Jo

fi,i(t) =logu0 + (y(-
a

D

W2,sdWu,

82

(5.12)

-)t + 8pWu + 8Jl-p2W2,t. (5.13)
vo 2 v

These equations are used for simulation purposes. We divide the interval [0, t]

into n equidistant time steps t\, ..., tn = t. In the equations above t has to be

replaced by tj+\ and 0 by tj respectively. The stochastic integral in (5.12) is

approximated by:

1+1

W2,sdWu « W2ji(WUi+1 - WUl).i:
The stochastic integral / WijSdW2jS drops out in this example. It is therefore

simpler to simulate based on (5.12) and (5.13) instead of using (5.1). To cal¬

culate the saddlepoint approximation of the stochastic delta-gamma approxi¬
mation we nevertheless have to use (5.1) which can be written as:

fi,2(t)=ci,o + chi-Wt + ]-W[rWt+ f iAWs)-dWs
2 Jo

fi,iit) =c2,o + c2,i-Wt,

where cifi = log So + ( ß - — -^üö t

n K1

c2,o =loguo + ( y( 1) - — J t

vo 2

(5.14)

(5.15)

cii =U/üö, 0)
\T

ci,x=i8p,8p-p2)T
8pJvô/2

A =

8y/\ - p24v-ol2

_

8y/l - p2^Jo~/2 0

0 8y/l - p24v-ol2

-8y/\ - p2^vo~/2 0
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Finally we compute the cumulant generating function of (f\,2(t), f2,2(t)) by

(5.5) which leads to:

4^ 4^ ( Wit \ log IE"11 1
T

K(9)
=ye,c,o

+ yiog(^^ - + -cf£ci,Z-, '.° Z-,
»Vsm^eiO/ 2 21

where ci = 0icu + 02C2,i, S"1 = H - 0A0r - OtT and O, A are related

to A via Appendix E and Proposition 5.7. In [3] one can find formulas to

calculate the density of St in a Hull-White framework. Unfortunately, these

formulas are numerically not very tractable. Therefore we rely on simulations

and compare the results obtained by a combined stochastic Taylor-saddlepoint

technique to the results from the simulations.

We simulate lOO'OOO paths of (5.10), (5.11) with the Mustern scheme

calculated in (5.12), (5.13) for a time horizon of five days. We use 50 time

steps for each path. The values of the parameters are chosen as 8 = 1.0,

p = —0.5, y = 0.1, the annual drift /x = 0.07, the annual variance vo = 0.04,

a = vq and finally So = 100. These values have no special interpretation and

are chosen for illustrative purposes only. Before we perform some tests we

make a simple graphical comparisons. We divide IR2 in many small rectan¬

gles and calculate the measure of each rectangle induced by (f,2(t), f2,2(t))
by a two-dimensional saddlepoint approximation. Figure 5.1 shows a "." on

each rectangle having approximate expected frequency calculated by saddle-

point techniques for lOO'OOO independent trials of (f,2(t), f2,2(t)) less than

1/2. For all the other rectangles we set a "+" sign, where the approximate

expected frequency is bigger than the observed frequency from lOO'OOO sim¬

ulations, a
"—" sign otherwise. The time horizon chosen is t =5 days. Figure

5.1 shows no apparent clustering of "+" or
"—" signs which gives a first indi¬

cation that the approximation may work also in this setting.

We also compare the marginal density of the approximation for the log¬
arithmic returns with a non-parametric density estimation from lOO'OOO sim¬

ulated points xi, ..., xiooooo- In Figure 5.2 we include over 99.7% of the

points received by simulations and compare the relative error of the saddle-

point density with the non-parametric density estimation and a simple normal

approximation, i.e. we use a normal density having the first two moments of

f1,2 it)- Figure 5.2 shows that the relative error of the saddlepoint approxi¬
mation fluctuates rather randomly about 0, whereas the relative error of the

simple normal approximation exhibits a systematically too light left tail and

too much weight in the right tail over the interval considered. This behaviour
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0.8 -

Rel. error

Figure 5.2: Relative error ofthe marginal density offii2(5) in the Hull-White

model with respect to a non-parametric density approximation. The dashed

line represents the error ofthe simple normal approximation.

approximation, and the relative error from the saddlepoint approximation. Ta¬

bles 5.1 and 5.2 show that the results from the saddlepoint method always are

quite near to the exact results obtained by simulation, the biggest relative error

being at about 0.15%. Although one may argue that the normal approximation
does not work too badly, the improvement of a saddlepoint approximation on

the stochastic Taylor expansion is significant, especially in the right tail, where

the risk measures are nearly perfectly approximated.

Furthermore we perform some tests comparing the performance of the

saddlepoint method to the simple normal approximation for the joint and the

marginal densities. We compare the values of the test statistics of a chi-square

goodness-of-fit test and a test based on the mean-squared error (MSE) outlined

in Appendix C. We also include the (pseudo) P-values for the values of the

test statistics although we do not perform a proper statistical test. For the chi-

square test we divide IR2, respectively IR in the marginal case, into n regions
and compare the frequency of lOO'OOO simulations (s,) of (5.10) and (5.11)
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a 0.001 0.002 0.005 0.01 0.02 0.05

VaR«

Rel. error

Quotient

91.43

-0.15%

-1.78

91.95

- 0.04%

-8.17

92.79

- 0.01%

-28.2

93.48

0.03%

7.74

94.26

0.03%

4.62

95.43

0.03%

2.10

a 0.95 0.98 0.99 0.995 0.998 0.999

VaR«

Rel. error

Quotient

104.78

0.0%

888

105.91

0.02%

205

106.65

0.04%

25.2

107.39

0.0%

114

108.19

0.05%

48.7

108.83

0.0%

6262

Table 5.1: Comparison of VaRa with either saddlepoint quantiles of a

stochastic Taylor expansion or quantiles ofa normal random variable in the

Hull-White model.

a 0.001 0.002 0.005 0.01 0.02 0.05

TCE«

Rel. error

Quotient

90.57

-0.13%

-3.8

91.14

-0.13%

-3.27

91.89

- 0.07%

-5.60

92.52

- 0.03%

-9.76

93.21

- 0.02%

- 13.4

94.24

- 0.01%

- 15.9

a 0.95 0.98 0.99 0.995 0.998 0.999

TCE«

Rel. error

Quotient

105.94

- 0.02%

-7.17

106.93

- 0.01%

- 18.0

107.61

- 0.01%

-23.5

108.25

- 0.02%

-21.5

108.99

0.02%

30.8

109.51

0.04%

12.6

Table 5.2: Comparison of TCEa with either saddlepoint methods on a

stochastic Taylor expansion or TCEa of a normal random variable in the

Hull-White model.

with the expected frequency of lOO'OOO independent trials calculated for the

saddlepoint method (e, ) and the normal approximation (d, ) for each rectangle:

*•=£
(s, -e,y

^ = E
i=\ i=\

(s, -d,y

d,

The quantities T, are, in the standard test setting, chi-square distributed with

n — 1 degrees of freedom. This distribution is used to calculate (pseudo) P-

values. In the case of the joint distribution we use n = 457 regions and obtain

a value for the saddlepoint method of T\ = 445 giving a P-value of about

57%). For the normal approximation we have T2 = 111 resulting in a P-value

of 0%. For the marginal distributions we use 25 regions leading to a value of

T\ = 26 for the saddlepoint method with a P-value of 34% for the log-stock
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and T\ = 33 with a P-value of 10% for the log-volatility. We further obtain

T2 =230 for the log-stock with P-value 0%. The case of the normal approxi¬
mation of the log-volatility is the same as for the saddlepoint method as (5.13)
is normally distributed.

For the MSE based test we calculate jA(fa(x) — f(x)r dx, where fa either

denotes the saddlepoint density or the normal approximation and / denotes

a non-parametric density estimation. We can calculate the distribution of this

quantity in a proper test problem as outlined in Appendix C if proper scaling
is used. The scaled quantity is again called T\ and T2 respectively. The dis¬

tribution of the test problem is then used to calculate some pseudo P-values,
i.e. we calculate P[|7] | > t], the probability that the test statistics is bigger
in absolute value than the observed absolute value t. For the joint density, the

region A includes about 99.95% of the mass of the distribution. We obtain a

value of T\ = —1.10 with a P-value of 88% for the saddlepoint density and

T2 = 39.0 for the normal approximation with a P-value of 0%. For the log-
stock marginal we obtain a value oiT\ = — 1.64 and a P-value of 71% for the

saddlepoint method and a value of T2 = 82.8 for the normal approximation
with a P-value of 0% over a region A including about 99.99% of the mass of

the approximation. For the log-volatility marginal a value of T\ = —0.59 is

obtained leading to a P-value of about 77%.

All these tests strongly suggest that we are very close to the true distribu¬

tion if we use a combined stochastic Taylor expansion-saddlepoint technique.
Furthermore we gain a lot by not using a simple normal approximation. All

the tests above, with the exception of the marginal log-volatility, reject for the

normal approximation on all reasonable levels. All in all we have shown that

saddlepoint techniques yield excellent approximations to the shape of the dis¬

tribution in a stochastic volatility set-up. The method outlined in this chapter
can of course also be used on interest rate diffusion models of different kinds.

Further investigation is needed to see how the method can be adapted to longer

periods, beyond 10 days, say.



Chapter 6

Applications to Levy models

6.1 Preliminaries

We briefly recall some basic facts about Levy processes.

Definition 6.1. A stochastic process Xt on IR^ is called a Levyprocess if

i) Xt has independent increments, i.e. for all n > 1, 0 < to < • • • <

t„, Xto, Xh - Xto,..., Xtn - Xtn_x are independent.

ii) Xt has stationary increments, i.e. for any s > 0 and t > s, Xt — Xs ~

Xf-S-

iii) Xt is stochastically continuous, i.e. for any t > 0, s > 0,

limP[|X5 -Xt\> s] = 0.
s^t

iv) Xq = 0 almost surely.

Remark 6.2. One can prove that any Levy process Xt has a càdlàg modifica¬

tion Yt, i.e. Yt has paths which are right-continuous and have left limits almost

surely and P[X/ ^ Yt] = 0 for all t > 0. In [84] a process Xt fulfilling prop¬

erties i)-iv) above is called a Levy process in law. If the process Xt also has

càdlàg paths it is called a Levy process. In [76] a similar definition to the one

above can be found.

Example 6.3. The two standard examples for Levy processes are Brownian

motion and Poisson processes. But these are by far not the only ones. Any dis¬

tribution which is infinitely divisible can be used to construct a Levy process

(see for example [84]). A measure /x on IR^ is said to be infinitely divisible

103
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if Vzî G N, 3 ßn a probability measure on IR^ such that ß*n = ß, where ß*n
denotes the n-th convolution of ßn.

The following theorem is fundamental in the study of Levy processes.

Theorem 6.4 (Lévy-Khintchine Formula). Given a Levy process Xt on IR,

then its characteristicfunction has thefollowingform:

E[e'uXt] =e~tx^u\

CT U I / \

where \]f(u) =yu -\ h / (elux — 1 — ux) v(dx)
2 J\x\<\ ^ '

+ f (elux - l) v(dx)

Moreover the characteristic triplet (y,a, v) defines the Levyprocess uniquely
in law.

Remark 6.5. The parameter a and the measure v are intrinsic quantities of the

process Xt, a2 denotes the variance of the Gaussian part and v is the Levy
measure which has the property /(l A x2)v(dx) < oo. It can be defined via

the Levy process as follows:

v(A) =E

For further details we refer to [10] or [84]

^2 ^AX.gA}
0<s<1

for A C IR \ {0}.

6.2 A Jump-Diffusion model

The first application considers a simple jump-diffusion. We assume that the

log-returns of some financial risky asset are given by:

Xt = ßt + aWt + c(N - N^2)), (6.1)

where W is a standard Brownian motion, independent of two independent
Poisson processes with the same intensity X. We assume that the annual

volatility is a = 0.2, the annual drift is ß = 0.07. Furthermore the jump-
size c is 0.05 and 75% of the variance are explained by the Brownian motion

part which implies that X = 2. Our market consists of this risky asset together
with a riskless asset with price process Bt = exp(rt). Figure 6.1 shows two
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Figure 6.1: Two typicalpaths ofthejump-diffusion (6.1) up to a time horizon

offive days.

typical path of the jump-diffusion (6.1).
We consider the case of a Call option in this market. As the market is in¬

complete, one may argue about the proper way to price this option. We do not

want to discuss problems of option pricing in incomplete markets and simply
take the Esscher measure (see for example [41]) for pricing. We refer to [21]
for a general discussion on the pricing in Levy models. So the price of the

Call can be given as:

C(x, t) = EQ[e-r(-T-f\ST - K)+\St = S0ex], (6.2)

with Radon-Nikodym derivative of Q with respect to P given by dQ/dP =

exp(6X — K(6)), where K denotes the cumulant generating function of X\

under the physical measure P. The parameter 6 is the solution of K (6 + 1 ) —

K(6) = r. For the following So and K are chosen equal to 1 and the risk-free

interest rate r = 0.05, the time to maturity T = 1/2. A stochastic Taylor

expansion C(t) for this function can easily be obtained using Theorem 3.20.

As hierarchical set we choose A = A2. As usual we denote by 1(a) the length
of a multi-index while the number of zeros of a is denoted by n(a). Therefore

we have that the stochastic Taylor expansion of C can be written as

C(t) =C(0) + (C(o) + ßC(l))t + C(l)Wt + C(2)^(1)+ C(3)^(2)
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+ Wt(C{i2)Nil) + C(13)^(2)) + C(23)^(1)^(2), (6.3)

where C« = LaC(0, 0) for a e A.

This expansion is then used for short-time risk management. Assume

we are interested in the possible changes of the value of the option over t =

5 days. The function C(x,t) is strictly monotonically increasing in x and

therefore we can approximate the exact density of C(Xt, t) by conditioning
on the number ofjumps and truncating the infinite sum at an appropriate level.

We compare the exact density with the results from simulation. We simulate

500'000 times the three-dimensional vector (Wt, N{ , N{ ) and perform a

non-parametric density estimation. Figure 6.2 shows the exact density and the

non-parametric density estimation and the relative error of the approximation.
The interval shown captures 99.8% of the mass of the distribution. Figure 6.2

indicates that in this case we can approximate most risk measures which only

depend on the distribution.

Rel. error

0 15

0 04 0 06 0 08 x0 1 0 12 0 14

Figure 6.2: Exact density and non-parametric density estimationfor the value

ofthe Call option and relative error ofthe approximation with respect to the

exact densityfor thejump-diffusion model over a time horizon offive days.
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6.3 General Levy models

The methods from Chapter 3 are not immediately applicable to general Levy
models. We exploit the approximation of a Levy process X with character¬

istic triplet (y,a,v) by discretizing the Levy measure v. The procedure is

explained for example in [83]. It provides us with an approximation to the

Levy process which can be handled by the methods from Chapter 3. The pro¬

cedure works as follows.

We choose some small e and let all jumps smaller than e contribute to the

diffusion part of X. The jumps larger than e are approximated by a sum of

independent Poisson processes in the following way: We make a partition
of IR \ [s, s], i.e. we choose real numbers ao < ai < • • • < a^ = —e,

s = ak+i < ak+2 < • • • < ad+i. We take an independent Poisson process for

each interval with intensity given by the Levy measure of the interval. Fur¬

thermore we choose a point c, for each interval such that the variance of the

Poisson process matches the part of the variance of the Levy process corre¬

sponding to this interval. This idea is now made precise. Define X^ by:

d

Xf} = yt + adWt + J2c'iNt'} ~ V), (6.4)
i=\

where oy = a + I x v(dx),

\v([a,-i,a,[) if/' < k,

v([a,,a,+i[) ifk+\<i<d,

and the numbers c, are chosen, such that

fa' x2v(dx) if z < k,

Q+l~x2v(dx) if/c + 1 < z <d.

Remark 6.6. - A rigorous justification of the above procedure can be found in

[5].
- By [74, p. 122ff] one can show that X^ —»- X weakly for d —»- oo, in the

sense of the Skorohod topology.

We continue in a similar way as for the jump-diffusion case. As an ex¬

ample we want to approximate different risk measures for a Call option in two

Levy type models. The first one is based on a NIG Levy process (see for ex¬

ample [83]), the second example deals with a Levy process of Meixner type

c% = •
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(see [44] or [88]). These two processes are both pure jump processes. Figure
6.3 shows two sample path of (6.4) in the case of the NIG process with the

discretisations given below. Although we cannot simulate the path of a NIG

process exactly, Figure 6.3 roughly mirrors the behaviour.

Figure 6.3: Two typical paths of (6.4) up to a time horizon offive days. The

approximation is based on the NIG process considered.

As before we use the Esscher measure to price options in these markets

and (6.2) holds. We calculate the exact density of the Call and the result from

a non-parametric density estimation obtained from 500'000 simulations of the

approximation for the two Levy processes. We recall the density, the cumulant

generating function, the drift and the Levy measure of these two processes:

fmG(x;a,ß,8,ß) =
8aes ^/a2-ß2+ß fr-z^Ki (a g(x - ß, 8))

TT gix - ß, 8)

where gix, 8) =\Jx2 + 82,

KmG(6; a, ß, 8, ß) =ß0 + 8 I

28a

tfsnG(a, ß> 8, ß) =ß +
TT I

ß7 a2 - (ß + ey

sirh(ßx)Ki (ax)dx,

8ae?xKi(a \x\)
1

vnig(öx; a, ß, 8, ß) = — dx.

(6.5)

(6.6)

TT \X\
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The function Ki (x) denotes the modified Bessel function of the third kind of

order 1 (see for example [71]). For the Meixner case we get:

fMei(x;a,ß,8,ß) =-

ß 2S
ß(X-fl) / .,.. ..s \2

(2 cos j) e a r(8 + l-^±)

TTaF(2 8)
(6.7)

KMeiiO; a,ß,8,ß) =ß0 +28 I log cos— -log cos— j , (6.8)

ßx

ß r^sinh^-

KMei(a, ß, 8, ß) =ß + a8 tan- -28 /
. . nx

dx,
2 Ji smh Sf

ßx
8 e a

VMeiidx; a, ß, 8, ß) =——rWTdx-

From the form of the cumulant generating functions one easily deduces that

the density at any time t can be calculated by multiplying the parameters 8

and ß by t for both cases. The parameters for the Esscher transforms are also

easily found. In the NIG case one only has to shift ß to ß + 6 to get the den¬

sity under the measure Pq and similarly from ß to ß + a0 for the Meixner

case. The parameters are chosen from moment estimates of the Nikkei in¬

dex over the period 01.01.97 to 31.12.99, which give us in total 737 daily
observations. The estimated parameters for daily returns in the NIG case are

(a,ß,8,ß) = (49.78, 1.57, 0.013, -0.00044). For the Meixner case we get

(a,ß,8,ß) = (0.030, 0.13, 0.57,-0.0011). The statistical justification for

this specific data set can be found for the case of the Meixner process in [86].
A similar investigation for the NIG case has for example been made in [75].

For the discretization we choose in both cases s = 0.005 and the a,

are chosen symmetric with \a, \ e {e, 0.008, 0.0125, 0.02, 0.04, 0.08, 0.2, oo}.

Figure 6.4 shows the comparison of a non-parametric density approximation
obtained from 500'000 simulations of (6.4) in this case and the true density in

the NIG case, the Meixner case being similar.

The price of a Call option in this market can again be written as (6.2). The

NIG and the Meixner processes are chosen in order to get rid of any problem

concerning Fourier inversion; indeed in these cases we can explicitly obtain

the density for any time horizon as outlined above and therefore we are also

able to calculate the exact density of the Call option. Thus we can compare

the results obtained with simulations from the approximations with the exact

results. A stochastic Taylor expansion C(t) for the Call can easily be done

according to Theorem 3.20. As hierarchical set we choose the same set as
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0 06-
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Figure 6.4: Density and non-parametric density estimation from simulating

(6.4) for the NIG process and the corresponding relative error ofthe approx¬

imation with respect to the true density. The interval shown for the relative

error captures over 99.5% ofthe mass ofthe distribution.

before, namely A = T2. The form of the stochastic Taylor expansion can

be given as (6.3) with the obvious generalisation to 14 independent Poisson

processes. The results in the NIG case are shown in Figure 6.5 and the results

in the Meixner case are shown in Figure 6.6. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show that

the stochastic Taylor expansion can be used in this context. Suppose one has

to assess the magnitude of possible losses for a more complicated derivative

in a Levy type model. If one has to rely on simulations, it can be very time

consuming to evaluate the derivative for each simulation. Using the method

outlined above one roughly has to evaluate the derivative d(d + 5)/2 times

where d denotes the number of Poisson processes used for the approximation.
This can often lead to a significant speed-up of the procedure.

Finally we compare two approximated risk measures obtained from sim¬

ulations with the exact calculations obtained from the NIG Levy process. The

accuracy of this approach is compared to results obtained from the Black-

Scholes model, i.e. we fit the daily log-returns to a normal distribution. The

two risk measures considered are the Value-at-Risk (VaR) and the tail con¬

ditional expectation (TCE). For further particulars of these risk measures we

refer to Chapter 1. The following tables give an overview over the results ob¬

tained. We calculate the risk measures for X being the value of a Call option
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Figure 6.5: Density and non-parametric density estimationfor the Call option
and relative error of the approximation with respect to the true densityfor a

NIG Levy process. The interval shown captures 99.6% of the mass of the

distribution.

in the NIG market after 5 days. The column "relative error" calculates the per¬

centage relative error ofthe empirical quantile obtained from the simulation of

the approximation with respect to the true quantile. The column "quotient with

BS" shows the quotient of the relative error for the Black-Scholes approxima¬
tion divided by the relative error for the approximation. With the exception of

the 0.005-quantile and the TCE for the level 0.01 all errors are smaller for the

approximation outlined in this chapter than for a simple normal approxima¬

tion, as is to be expected. The biggest percentage error for these risk measures

is only about 2%.
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level exact quantile relative error quotient with BS

0.001 0.0273 1.91% 5.24

0.002 0.0307 1.66% 2.97

0.005 0.0358 0.694% -.617

0.01 0.0401 0.363% -9.90

0.02 0.0449 0.00309% -1970

0.05 0.0520 0.108% -74.6

Table 6.1: Comparison oflower quantilesfor different levels.

level exact quantile relative error quotient with BS

0.95 0.121 -0.431% 37.2

0.98 0.135 -0.135% 102.

0.99 0.146 0.477% -23.1

0.995 0.158 0.646% -13.9

0.998 0.173 0.865% -8.26

0.999 0.186 0.894% -5.92

Table 6.2: Comparison ofupper quantilesfor different levels.

level exact TCE relative error quotient with BS

0.001 0.0235 1.40% 11.7

0.002 0.0266 0.669% 15.2

0.005 0.0310 0.198% 19.3

0.01 0.0348 - 0.407% 0.752

0.02 0.0391 - 0.998% 3.79

0.05 0.0452 - 0.939% 7.14

Table 6.3: Comparison ofTCEfor lower quantilesfor different levels.
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20-

Figure 6.6: Density and non-parametric density estimationfor the Call option
and relative error of the approximation with respect to the true densityfor a

Meixner Levyprocess. The interval shown captures 99.6% ofthe mass ofthe

distribution.

level exact TCE relative error quotient with BS

0.95 0.137 -1.92% 15.4

0.98 0.152 -1.15% 19.2

0.99 0.163 - 0.426% 37.0

0.995 0.176 0.0459% -253.0

0.998 0.192 - 0.0296% 287.0

0.999 0.205 0.171% -32.5

Table 6.4: Comparison ofTCEfor upper quantilesfor different levels.





Appendix A

Esscher functions

In (2.29) we use the so-called Esscher functions as defined in [55, p. 23].
These functions appear naturally as inversion integrals when we approximate
tail probabilities. For X > 0 we define Bk(X), k = 0, 1,... by

i r°° ? dt)k
Bk(X) = — e~- / ;

M

dt. (A.l)
2tt J_, ' w

-oo
1 + itjX

One can easily connect the Esscher functions with the standard normal distri¬

bution function.

Lemma A.l.

dk
Bk(X) = (-D*^ (xe^+Xx(\ - NiX+x)^\ (A.2)

x=0

Proof [55, p. 24]. D

Example A.2. Lemma A. 1 allows us to write down the Esscher functions in a

more convenient way. Here are the first seven:

Bo(X)=Xexp[^-)(\-N(X))
Bi(X) = -x(Bo(X)-(2tt)-^
B2(X) =X2 (b0(X) - (2tt)-2)
B3(X) = - (x3Bo(X) - (X3 - X2)(2tt)-^
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B4(X) =X4Bo(X) - (X4 - X2)(2tt)-2~

B5(X) = - (x5B0(X) - (X5 - X3 + 3X)(2tt)-ï

B6(X) =X6B0(X) - (X6 - X4 + 3X2)(2tt)-12.



Appendix B

Values for the Black-Scholes

example

In Chapter 4 we consider a 19-dimensional process, which describes the evo¬

lution of some financial assets. We assume that all assets start at 100 and the

continuously compounded interest rate is 5% per year of 250 trading days.
Below we give the correlation matrix, as well as the annual drift vector and

the annual variances.

1 .51 .53 .47 .55 .50 .52 .37 .57 .65 .61 .50 .40 .48 .50 .43 .58 .42 .44

.51 1 .80 .51 .57 .61 .59 .41 .59 .76 .61 .61 .46 .50 .61 .52 .68 .50 .57

.53 .80 1 .54 .58 .61 .65 .43 .59 .77 .65 .63 .49 .50 .61 .55 .69 .55 .57

.47 .51 .54 1 .67 .48 .63 .38 .53 .64 .65 .67 .47 .45 .52 .50 .56 .50 .52

.55 .57 .58 .67 1 .50 .67 .39 .56 .72 .69 .67 .46 .52 .55 .49 .63 .45 .55

.50 .61 .61 .48 .50 1 .57 .44 .67 .67 .61 .55 .44 .52 .59 .49 .65 .50 .60

.52 .59 .65 .63 .67 .57 1 .42 .58 .71 .71 .78 .49 .50 .57 .53 .63 .55 .57

.37 .41 .43 .38 .39 .44 .42 .97 .42 .52 .43 .44 .38 .45 .44 .42 .47 .43 .48

.57 .59 .59 .53 .56 .67 .58 .42 1 .79 .65 .61 .46 .55 .57 .52 .69 .55 .65

.65 .76 .77 .64 .72 .67 .71 .52 .79 1 .79 .75 .58 .63 .73 .61 .82 .63 .71

.61 .61 .65 .65 .69 .61 .71 .43 .65 .79 1 .81 .52 .55 .61 .54 .71 .55 .57

.50 .61 .63 .67 .67 .55 .78 .44 .61 .75 .81 1 .51 .52 .55 .54 .67 .55 .59

.40 .46 .49 .47 .46 .44 .49 .38 .46 .58 .52 .51 1 .45 .48 .43 .51 .48 .46

.48 .50 .50 .45 .52 .52 .50 .45 .55 .63 .55 .52 .45 1 .61 .47 .56 .54 .54

.50 .61 .61 .52 .55 .59 .57 .44 .57 .73 .61 .55 .48 .61 1 .48 .65 .63 .60

.43 .52 .55 .50 .49 .49 .53 .42 .52 .61 .54 .54 .43 .47 .48 1 .55 .46 .52

.58 .68 .69 .56 .63 .65 .63 .47 .69 .82 .71 .67 .51 .56 .65 .55 1 .61 .63

.42 .50 .55 .50 .45 .50 .55 .43 .55 .63 .55 .55 .48 .54 .63 .46 .61 1 .56

.44 .57 .57 .52 .55 .60 .57 .48 .65 .71 .57 .59 .46 .54 .60 .52 .63 .56 1

Table B.l: Correlation matrix for the Black-Scholes example examined in

Chapter 4.
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ßl ßl ß3 ß\ ß5 ß6 ßl

0.12 0.040 0.058 0.023 0.030 0.085 0.033

M8 ß9 Mio ßn ßn Ml3 ßu

0.043 0.063 0.063 0.048 0.030 0.017 0.045

M15 M16 ßn ß\8 ß\9 ß

0.075 0.043 0.053 0.055 0.055 0.052

Table B.2: Annual driftsfor the Black-Scholes example ofChapter 4.

Ol cri ^3 v\ 05 ^6 a7

0.237 0.197 0.197 0.216 0.213 0.233 0.218

^8 a9 ^10 ^n ^12 ^13 au

0.291 0.216 0.161 0.192 0.213 0.226 0.251

cris ^16 an ^18 ai9 a

0.237 0.201 0.180 0.256 0.266 0.22

Table B.3: Annual volatilities for the Black-Scholes example ofChapter 4.



Appendix C

A quadratic measure of

deviation

In this appendix, we give the necessary background for a test used in Chapter
5. The interested reader finds further details in [ 13] and [82]. Our goal is to test

whether a density approximation is close to the true density of some random

vector. LetXi,..., Xn denote i.i.d. random two-vectors with continuous den¬

sity function /. By choosing a bounded weight function w with finite support

one can estimate the density based on the sample X\,..., X„ as follows:

1 A (x-X,\
fnix) = -T--2- E W -TT^

' (Q1)
nb(n)L

*-^ \ b(n) )
7 = 1

where b(n) is some reasonably chosen bandwidth such that b(n) \ 0, further¬

more nb(n)2 -> oo as n -> oo. We make the following assumptions:

ay. it) is bounded and zero outside [~2, 2]2 and f wdx = 1,

a2: f is bounded and positive on IR2 and / e C2(IR2),

a3: w(u) = w(—u),

a\ : the function a is bounded, integrable and its set of discontinuities has

2-dimensional Jordan content zero.

Theorem C.l. Under the assumptions a\ to a\ and if nb(n)2 —> oo and

b(n) = o(n~ï)for n —»- oo, we have that

b(n)~ I nb(n) I (fn(x) — f(x)) a(x)dx — I f(x)a(x) dx I w(u) du )

(C.2)
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is asymptotically normally distributed with mean zero and variance

2^(0>/aWV(*)W (C.3)

where w*n(x) denotes the n-th convolution ofw.

Proof, see [82]. D

Corollary C.2. Suppose one considers the one-dimensional analogue of the

result obtained in Theorem C1 with a'x to a'A the corresponding one-dimensio-

_2
nal assumptions. Ifnb(n) —»- oo andb(n) = o(n ^)forn —»- oo, one obtains

that

(C.4)
is asymptotically normally distributedwith mean zero andwith variance (C 3).

In all the examples in this thesis, where we use a non-parametric density

estimation, we work with the kernel

k(x) =

or its two-dimensional extension

(\-4x2)2 if|jc|<l/2,

0 else,
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Figure Cl: Example ofa kernelfor non-parametric density estimation.





Appendix D

Generalized hyperbolic
distributions

An important class of distributions used in the context of generalized hyper¬
bolic (GH) distributions is the class of generalized inverse Gaussian (GIG)
distributions. The density of the latter can be given as:

•

( ! m
i^/x)x/2 X-l ( K

-1 , ,
A

n
gig(x;X,x,if)=———^=Zx exp --(xx + \frx) ), x > 0.

(D.l)

The domain of variation depends on the value of A., indeed

£ > 0, \jr > 0 if X > 0,

£ > 0, \jr > 0 if X = 0,

£ > 0, \jr > 0 if À < 0.

The function ^(x) denotes the modified Bessel function of the third kind,

sometimes also called Basset function (see for example [71]). The moment

generating function of the GIG family takes the following form:

MGiG(0;X,X,^) = [J^^) ^(VXO/^))

Further properties can be found in [83]. GH distributions (see [8]) can be

characterized as normal mean-variance mixtures with a mixing distribution
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from the GIG family, i.e. we can formally write:

GR(X, a, ß, 8, ß) = N(/x + ßz, z) /\ GIG(À, 82, a2 - ß2), (D.3)
z

where /\z indicates the mixing of z over a member of the GIG family. The

parameter X characterizes the sub-family chosen, a is a steepness parameter,

ß specifies the asymmetry, 8 is a scale parameter and finally ß determines the

location. The density of the GH family can be given as

Ua2 - ß2/sY Kx_i/2(ago(x - ß, 8))

gh(x; X, a, ß, 8, ß) =-v=
,

' ^(*-/^
V2rTKx(8Ja2 - ß2)(g0(x - ß, 8)/a)1/2^

(DA)

where go (x, 8) = \Jx2 + 82. The moment generating function can be deduced

from (D.3), indeed

k/i

X4 m y « * ï vß I a ~ß \ Kk(8ja2-(ß+6)2)
Mcm(6;X,a,ß,8,ß)=eIM\—

———\
.

\a2 -(ß + 0)2) Kx(8 ja2 - ß2)
(D.5)

To investigate the tail behaviour of the GH distribution we use an asymptotic
formula for the modified Bessel function of the third kind, namely:

Kk(x) =J^-e-x(\ - 0(\/x)), forx - co.

V 2x

Therefore GH distributions have semi-heavy tails, in particular:

e~a\x\+ßx
gh(x; X, a, ß, 8, ß) =

|1/2_À
(1 + 0(\/x)), for \x\ -* oo.

Example D.I. Some sub-families of the GH family are important enough to

bear their own names. The sub-family with X = —1/2 is the so-called normal

inverse Gaussian (NIG) distribution, a class of distributions which has the

nice property that it is closed under convolutions (see for example [83]). For

X = 1 we have the hyperbolic family which is another prominent class of

distributions in finance (see [12] or [29]).



Appendix E

Properties of skew

symmetric matrices

For the calculations in Chapter 5 we extensively use properties of skew sym¬

metric matrices. Although these properties can be found in many standard

textbooks on Linear Algebra, it seems convenient to cite them her explicitly.

Suppose A is a real m x m matrix. The matrix A is said to be skew symmetric
if AT = —A, in particular all diagonal elements have to be zero. One can

further show, that all eigenvalues of A lie on the imaginary axis, i.e. if x is

an eigenvalue of A, we can write x = z£ f°r some £ g R. Furthermore, all

non-zero eigenvalues of A appear in complex conjugate pairs, if x = i% with

£ g R \ {0} is a non-zero eigenvalue of A, then x = —i^ also is an eigenvalue
of A. Hence for m odd, all skew symmetric matrices have 0 as an eigenvalue
with some real eigenvector. Finally, there exists a unitary matrix U such that

UTAU = A, where A is the matrix with the eigenvalues ofA on the diagonal.

Let A be a skew symmetric matrix with an eigenvalue z'£ for some £ g IR\

{0} and let w denote a corresponding eigenvector. From the defining property

of skew symmetric matrices, one can show that the complex conjugate vector

w is an eigenvector of A for the eigenvalue —z'£ and hence orthogonal to w.

From these two vectors we form u = (w + w) and v = —i(w — w). These

two (real) vectors are orthogonal and fulfill the following relations:

Au = — i-v,

Av =^u.

In a similar way to the proofs of the symmetric or the orthogonal case one can
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show that for skew symmetric matrices one obtains:

Given a skew symmetric m x m matrix A with 2d < m non-zero eigenval¬
ues. There exists a ^/-dimensional real vector (£1, ..., Hd) with ±z'£y being

eigenvalues of A, and an orthogonal m x m matrix O = [(u,, v,), Wk], u,, v,

constructed as above, Wk the eigenvector(s) belonging to the eigenvalue 0,

such that

0TAO =

a\

&d

(E.l)

where S,
o Hi
-Hi o

and 0 denotes am —2d dimensional zero matrix.

Example E.l. We examine the following three-dimensional skew symmetric
matrix A :

0 42 1

A -42 0

-1 -1

1

0

The characteristic polynomial is given by p(X) = X3 + AX. Therefore we

obtain the eigenvalues Xk = ±2 z for k = 1, 2 and X3 = 0. The corresponding

eigenvectors are denoted by w,, i = 1, 2, 3. From the eigenvalues we form

the orthogonal real vectors u = wi + ibi and v = —i(wi —w\) as above. The

corresponding normalized vectors are again denoted by u and v. The vector z

denotes if3/1| W3 \\2. From these vectors we build the orthogonal matrix O =

\u,v,z\. We obtain

0 =

2^3

VI 0

2
u

1

_

V6

1

V3 V2j

By matrix multiplication one verifies that

0TAO =

S

0
°1-
0

-

"

0

-2

2 0"

0 0

J
0 0 0

where S
0 2

-2 0
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